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criteria? Wry do we want another language in the field te sell?
Do we Make meney now on languages?
In his Cage you nave a welledefined alternative (1,e, BLISS)
againgt woien you're comparing a welledefined name PASCAL
togetner lots of ambiguous additions, when you get through,is it possible that your PASCAL language will bear the same
relationship to worth as the RSTS language has to BASIC? In
making thege changes to have it be an IL ig it possible you
come nearly gull circle to reeinvent BLIss? Is it PASCAL+?

I really fele cheated in not being able to understand your
decision, While we're only mideway in the 11VAX designs we
spend Much efort in formulating goals and constraints and
then m@asuring alternatives against these to select a
particular design, only the goals and constraints have been
published, byt I can show you some of the backup, But you
Should Get som@ {dea in looking at it as to wny we're where we

are,
Whae I really feel has to be done now to make Our implementers
fee, comfortable is to put down a fairly complete list of
criteria (say 18 groups with 10 items/group) that an implementation
language Muse dO (e,9, sense and set i/o words), I really
don't undergpand the needs here of an IL and in comparing PASCAL
and BLISS, I wold rather program in PASCAL, but I don't write
any systems programs, nor care about size, runtime, or data
structures, with the error predicates for routines, could you
eliminate so much of the type enecking that PASCAL has (size
and run time)? Hencer does One care that PASCAL enecks?
Dont you want it not to in production? It's hard for me to
imagine that a language designed for gp student use has much
relationship to a production, machinesoriented IL? Could you
be more specific in quantifying the algorithms types that IL's
dea, with so as to get a better handle on the needs? As the
developer of a set of modules (RTM's alias PDPe16), which
were ideal fer teaching and prototype pbuilding, they turned out
to be Unused in production environment (cost and speed
Were the issyes.,,not design time), All your positive
quotes FOm academicians in support of PASCAL tended to Scare
me abovt PASCAL as an IL, Don't you tnink there is a risk nere?

Very often tnese languages (and machines) are hard to quantify
and what Usually clenches matters are benchmarks, Since we

have s® Much BLISS code, like to see some PASCAL code
for co™parison, What does it look like? How do you express
@ certain type of activity, Can You select, say 6, typical
benchmarks and compare them? E,9,, can it nandle our
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11VaX page table structures where bits are packed in every
whieh way with Pointers, etc,? Will Dave Cutler use it for the
Operating sygtem?
By stating your goals and constraints, it gets you really deepinto the extensions of PASCAL, you (I or anybody) can then
Place OUP own weightings on these criteria and the others (e,9,
S$, time, training) such that its Obvious why you chose PASCAL,Rignt now ag a pure, simple, manager, my weightings tend to
be on § and ghorteterms thus BLISS mignt have been my choice,Given Only tne data in your recommendation, When ean I see
Some pencnmarks, IL eriteria, and weigntings?
GBtmjk

Diseroution
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

1

* * * + * + + 4 % * * + * & * + % % * % 8% 8%

TO: FILE
* * * ** * ** ** ** * + ** * * *

To: Distribution
With increased emphasis on future 11 development oriented toward
the types of activities we do in engineering, i,e, computation,text processing, laboratory automation, data processing, I
believe we (engineering) should make significantly More use
of the PDPi1, Currently we use 14 for most of these activities,It appears this falls in your area(s),
Can you get together and propose how this might be done?
Wno's to do it?
Some of the guestions I have about such an organizations
1. How will you network it, so that we can still access

10°s tor large jobs, and the specialized languages Ce.de
ALGOL, APL, COBOL, some simulation lanquages, statistical
packages)?

2. ShOuld we use large ones centralized, or should we use
40-class and distripute them physically along the lines HP
is advocating?

3. What Would they do? Clearly all text processing, small
engineering comoutation, some DBM, COBOL, all 11 programming
development (they do now),

4, what Operating system(s) will be useable?eeRSXell/D=IAS,
MIAS ss version)», RSTS MUMPS, for laboratory=
tyPe,

Ghinqk

Distr{outian
Leo Bennett
Don Crowtner
Arnie Golafein
Ron Rutledae
Phil Tays

ces OOD, "CC, Jonn Leng
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* * * * * * * * + * * * *
TOs FILE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * *

Tor Dick Clayton
Larry Portner

ec: OOD, Fa Wright
I've peen nolding up space planning requests by Ed Wright
for 1 larger computer room + 1 large building for programminguntil you come up with the "systems" plan, While I don't know
what you'll decide, I've developed some biasses (especially
sinee My VAXA group is largely from programming):

programmers are bright, and nave a lot to offer the
traditional hardware developers who only worry about processors
and low leve) controllers, The system manaaer will be
responsible for support of devices up to a standard,
internal operating system interface-ediagnostics and
nandler, Thus, these programmers should cohabit the
space with Nardware engineers,
Delagi nas suggested (and started to demonstrate) that
combining total systems development together is quite
effective, His Neeam'" is really Gourd, Hughes, a marketer,
plus an arenitect, They have produced the best system
results I've seen at DEC to date,
Ed has proposed a single, central computer room, I°d prefer

1-1 (for DA 10°s), 325to have several large rooms!
and 5°5 whith are located for open uSe and jam packed with
machines, These would be associated with certain
syste™s groUos and there might he one for central groups
e.9. languages (why can't the programmers have guiet,
low power video terminals (VT52) with copier in their
offices?) The purpose would be to make use convenient,
elose and qulet, where possible, since power is decreasing,sal] machines in offices (e,9, Lsteii),let's put

The Groups that might be cowlocated (note#eno organizational
changes):

A, LSIet! + RT + diagnostics for Qebus,

1

Ze
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B, t1VAX nigh end + diagnostics + operating system deSign,
Ce. PDO/11/79 would include RSX%s,
D, 11/34: BAS would only inelude diagnostics and any other

SUpport to get them to run existing Operating
Systems for their markets.,largely iron,

E, POP#§ would be fully integrated,
F. Communications + peripherals (tape, disk, printer)

WOuld be responSible for device level driver interface
+ diagnostics, Tnis is mandatory as we evolve toward
Much smarter peripherals with programs in them,

G, Terminals (LA + VT) must have software help!
H, All apPlications would live with their respective PL''s,
Ie Manufacturing programming would be with thelr counterpart,
J, RSTS and languages would be central (Bldg, 37),
K, Planning and general management would locate on 12°3,
Le TOolss plus common teenniques, research, Bldg, 3,

What yOuse think? when Or should we get at this?
GBsmjk
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Bil? Broadley
Computer Science Department
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Dear Bill:
I've been talking with Prof. Siewiorek regarding your manufacturing
of the CMU-DEC microstore for the 11/40. NRL would like to obtain
several of these, and since | feel their work is so important, it
is imperative that the microstore be available to them.

At this time we, DEC, have no plans for the manufacture of this unit.
Therefore, | would like to encourage you to manufacture the micro-
store and offer it for sale to NRL. In the future, if we become

interested in the manufacture of the microstore, | would tike to

get the documentation so that it could be built here. But, in

general, this would net preclude your continued manufacture of the
unit.

If there's anything | can do to help, please let me know. hope

NRL can get the unit as soon as possible.

Stncerely,

Gordon Bell
Vicé President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

cc: John Mucci-~DEC
Roy Van Duesen--DEC
Charles Eichenlaub--DEC
Dr. Y. S. Wu--NRL Code 5490, Navy Research Lab, Wash. DC 20375
John Holman--DEC

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET. MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS 01794

(617IES7-Sit1 TWX 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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June 3, 19754}

Robert A. Stratton
President
Stratton Associates
4234 Matilija Avenue
Sherman Oaks, California

Dear Bob:

Thanks for the interest in Brian Warner. Some of our people
talked to him and didn't find a match. I'm sorry I didn't meet
him since you regard him so highly.

If other people, who may be somewhat controversial, come here,
{'d appreciate meeting them.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bel]
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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here June 3, 1975

Susan Huhn
Election Process Consultants
38 Ridgewood Avenue
Groton, Massachusetts 01450

Dear Ms. Huhn:

As a product developer, your product sounds interesting, unique
and important. However, I'm not really involved with products that
are so "end-user'' oriented, as I'm just involved with the building
of our basic computers.

Since we really aren't segmented yet into a market structure which
includes government, per se, it's not clear who would be responsible
for working with you. I'm sending your material to Mr. Bill Long,
who is In charge of our Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
product lines. would believe you should base your product
around one of our computers. If you're interested in pursuing this,
let me urge you to contact Bill.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bell
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

ce: Bill Long
Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. 14G MAIN STREET. MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(617)BB7-H111 TW: 710-347-0012 TELEX: 94-8457
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* + * + * * + + * * * * * + * + *
TO: FILE

* * * * *

* * * # & &

SUBJ: HIGH QUALITY TYPEWRITER FOR WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM SHOULD
BE SERIAL

To: Distribution
I would hope you make a cursory examination of using a serial
interface instead of the parallel one to pDPe8 by getting
the design operating! I believe it gets you many advantages
and with probably less cost, It Would use the existing MPS
moduleS (an Intel 8008); hence, there would be NO hardware to
develop since the series already has parallel interfaces,
COMM I/0, ete,
The advantages, as I see thems

1, Quicker development time, Mark & Roy, could you help
here to show that it ean be done in less than a week?

2, The terminal could go on other computers,,,we currently buy
a fair number for internal use, and I'm sure our customers
wouldn't mind being offered a higher quality printer someday,

3, It can do self test,.,a real benefit since the thing is
probably going to break a lot,

4, Easier to have redundant and multiple ones,

§, Easy to remote,

6, I believe it provides a better system design by functionally
partitioning the system,

7, It lightens load on SAeealthough this may not be important,

8, Can USe it offeline at same time data system 319 is doing
something else,

9, We'll end up doing it anyway eventually, s0 let's do it
rignt the first time,

GBsmjk
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SUBJ! INTER-FPMS COMPONENT TRANSFERS ON DEC COMPUTERS:
RATIONALE EVOLUTION AND RECOMMENDATION FOR A FOLICY

This memo describes the thet hes been used for
controll] tne tLrenomivcion of dale lne verious comPon-
ents within a comeuter Cand esreciells TMC). The method nas
remained relatively constant for shout 1G vears., As technology
has changed recemtis to uffer low costs fast read only memories,
it is Lime Lo the We are Lo Lhe +

where ell controllers for larser devices can include tneir
own whch can oe oeve bre
of at leest current device drivers. This memo will describe the
Pack whol Loe we a
im future systems. Recommendations will be firsts followed
by toe eroblen and the elternatives that solution
framework.

Given the curremts central eracessor UNIGUS system with
memory modules, ed controllers: Kou Por ae
Ky mew bronelor dele to Me plo Pe.
Fe cam communmicete with K for dete, éand/or camtrol

Flo geview Ceede Cerd readers
x or Le Geek
*

FRAOHE SOK4OKK HORCACIOK
x Fo x K Mr x KE Christ x

NORA 6 ee

* x *
x x x

Recammerdsbicis lho soluliorn

O, Trefane LU level which is at least as

careble as current I/O drivers. Current hardware
neering would be responsible for develorims gustems and

diagnostics ta this level. Ine be buy aris

of the boctmiwues biotod below ranting Prom

as with aur current sustems to IO commuters
spurred mined

*

*
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1.

thear own microcode eragrams.

Adeauate rnsbruction bufferane whe We mosh edd suffascaent
command bublertied ar eect hy sien 1 dovice cut ovorale
aboals full spread Caubueck lo rour fiom @ erfor-
OIE ICH ORO Cy JIGx k IOR OKAORAK

Po FRO tesbruebionde
YOKE KOK

x K
x

bo rlus acbber P/O un what

We cary hs smel chamse bo curront ris b

Fermsl @ f1nslo block debe bremefor ats Larus
Lo be execuled at lime, Tne adda
WO fre?

As Block 1/09 LO devico-addrocses Weer scan k

and bromefer-eddrosnu. Creal/Oulr i @ eocord rind
lo e vord which hes & ona

AL Lormanetron of Dlach.

Veeremont « ward gia moemars ered iG,"r
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>

wath ber
Hore ohowld Lio ororebacier
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4, Examine the feasibility of using the small, Cio'ss i.e.
Temangss on the UNIBUS generally for srecific control
(e.g. disk managements communications).

3+ A erocessor structure to increase reliability and

>
roy x ROOT x

KK AORAO AOR ACKK MACHO IC x
Keee x Kees Keses

Ce RATE PEAR RS

fa f

FROCOICOUK

4 totYOK Prey 1
1

7

Notices the complexity is pboundeds we have come full circle,
once @ Cio is formed. a Cio is @ second comeuter Gust
like the starting eoint of the most erimitive comeuber (ise,
K but it is selit erert for the sale eurrase af
1/0 task manesemerit.

The Ove Froblenm

& conmmuber consists of a munmber of FMS comronents and the design
task is to intercennect them in a way. Tnis
imelies?

cast/effec Ld

i. there is a structure thet eermite information toi Lhel
fe transmitted emans them. The UNTBUS is the most general
Watts s

2+ A Frocess in the commuter system mas to tell
the verroaus com-anenls Ui bho tronofer mut lake Téceesrs

+ control.
According to sood engineering pep the system should
be cost-effective:

a?:i es

Ae the cast of the transfers in terms of the resources it
15g must be small.

BR, The overall sustem cost must be small. This can best
be eccamelished by leaving out cammoranmts

4, The overell tir OWT must be highs which in the case of
T/O means sreatest concurrency (Crerallelisms.

The devices must orerate at their own seeed unless this cost
does mot increase the cost/effectiveness.
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& In gome arrlicationss it is imrortant to have a minimal time
between when an event is signalled until when @ response is
given ny the Frosram. (This elso sives high throusheut.?
Thiss irs effects minimizes the interrurt resronse time.

Controls (Roy erocessors (FO and commuters (0)
A comtrol (KR) is the simelest form of finite state machine. It
LS siven am i wt (1 or more instructions), it executes them and
Sturt. To

time by @ rrocessor (Fol, it executes the instruction (e.g.
move & disk arms Print # Lery transfer @ block of data
on Naedisk to Mr).

> L

own from . 1 L 3 t an
& erimary Ceasgremn) memoru CMe). It hes @ Frogram counter»?
which raints to the instruction it is executing Cor going to
execute). The ect of fetching end executing instructions is

Tnus to sive 8 task to @ rrocessar toa
executes reauires it @ SMe «e+ "how to
do it."

4H 1 :

A computer (CC) is @ Fo Me rair with @ erogrem(s). In the case
ot Croy Leck
(dete eblructire? shoul bho Locke eedete vi Go L bu
doty mot "how to do it." The assumetion is that @ Frogrem ain
Cio "knows" about the deta structure and knows now with mat beins
tole.

G Cozy

Fro Cro ere rarart
bure Jeimeiuode Coed. COLQL atid bl Gd. Irs

the formery tasks ere srecified by lisls of instructions to
carry out the tesk. The later eccerts a temelate of the result
Crerorid aud them Lo schieve the soe] fw : bits lhe

information from the date.
The F i + Structuresicel rok

The UNIBUS is the most general intercanmectian scheme to anter-
connect FMS comeonents because it rermits ams device to communicate
wth anys other. It is an obvious solution ance the rrablem
as Lea dim its form +

The general structure is
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4. The addition of an io Frocessor, Fio (IBMeze=channel)
which executes a stored Pio hes instructions
to initiate the controllerss and nominally srends its time
Fassing dete from the controller it initiates to Mp, at
the completion of data block transmissions it fetches
another instruetion from its own Programs I've heen
traditionally against this arrroech Heceuse?

Ae It is most costly, (The initial channels on the IRM
7090 were really bady because they Were
hence onlu i device Ce.s. a 150 Lin/mirn)d erinter could
rum al 2 time. The 360 selector cnennels are wush as
bards

1 :

Re They add lasicel and ehysicel come @ + : ity without much
The controller is doing the real wary

hecause of device idiosyncrasies and 1 Fia does is
buffer and eass data from e control to the memoru...somethng
that @ buffer and wire will elso do and 1 :

C. As @ somewhat (not terribled intellisent devices thew
more

smarter than dumb controller (notice the niece
+

esl et
Thoswit 1mre told he bed Go és

Ne & Pio hes Lhe seme comelexrks lhe
@5 wo) core

The centrel is the chearest device im the ::: tem
hecause it is therey and the only Lime that Fe
is QPS: Vs& to use is when ite et full load : there
ig mo oF& re ceraeitud.

Cid m 4

ewe

Howevery whem > hes the
Lo WoTe L edd > the TO
task Cand amy other tasks). Note the cost is mo worse
than in the case where we reauired both an erithmetic
and IO rerocessar.

Lt Ti
L fit

. There 1% to heave ane whieh
has to be stocked diagnosed and erasrammed. The central

hes ta have @ rrosram waiting for the IO Sars
or has to compile oner ar insert one in the Fio's table

Note when all the work has been done by the central
the only remaning work is etuelle he met

the commands to the traditionals low level controller.

4

1 ac

t PHC CLEP€
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One should asks why have e complex middle-man to which
vou hand commands, that merely hands commands off to
sameone else. Why not have Fe Just hand commends to K
when they're senereted? It's clear to me since each

set of commands (a chernmel rrogram) generates an
interrupt beck to the CFU, iobhing has been seined
since the Fe does the same Cor slightly more work * +

Ge The TO computer Cio. This nes heen used effectively be Cre
in the 6600-7600 series» and we neve done this ta e certain
extent im the FPIIF-1O and in large POP.4 where @ certain
high level function is being ferformed by e tetelly serarate
Fredrom oattd Too a.
in Cio's memorsy and it is told what to transfer
@ blocky mot how to do it MAVE arm + seerch + transfer +

check).
6& Single instruction execution interrurt level. Imeroved

dre tate baa 1 tte Pe Lo net: in TO ides
done im the PIP-10 anc in FOF-8 for cammunicstions I/Os
sueh thet instead of executing @ rrosram atl interrurt times

Le inetruction is executed. This Lireec tu in the
tial imelementation of the Ll and dd be included

el b Grove Gs OF tise bo Trek 4

then execute @ Block Transfer In/Qut instru liane
one word Ward

counls od Jovebron rorsler ctr maomorts > [t ties treed: tis ocd

moot mee ft

whe we Lo
communications lines and eerform translation: and store
them ain memory,

3
i

the dt

te

Whch > Par
rarticuler task. The GT40 is a good exemrle af this.

the amcbrnebiom-reto 1

is reauired. A turicel instruction draws a character or lines
or manisuletes @ List data structure defining the

t 13fs SF

i Li re

Evolution of Controllers (CR)

While the ebove seclion discussed the evolubian of the COC
and localLO of control, device comlrollers tave varion eonsador :

Controller complexity has beer influenced be technolasty +

thus "cantrol" can be distributed amons hardware in @

a pracessar and a erograms <b srPecialized rrocessory or comm

in an autonomaus controller.
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PROM? GORKTON RELL

Our heave evolved Lo the execulion of snobruetion
(Geshe Cand @ disk blocks transfor block from dask to @ blocr

momorsy ouleul & cherecler on @ LABS). I bolieve thet
controllers have end will evolve alone the followin lanes!
1. Samelest control where the Cru Frodeain

handles mol of the gevice combrole sll thal
hes ere huffers to tom and
levels Lo

bho reed Chom perl
of

*S bron) Corrent coubroblors cen eeeeube 2 CumePube
debe ose lo lhe chev bores

controlled €a chereclor on Lhe LARA Tine
Or on or

Se WO tat
command
Wild Posto

la the extent bin b rerbormencn teeth

Por osm Je: @ diel Phe he Lame bres com onorbs
and we
bo be or

af
Tras

Lhe Graver bevel le cks Fis Larne
TO te Pormod ter. mere corm pees ane o cree Bad,

Wheel fief oa Loe k b ree cr Gard meet Ji:
Chere hbo rere. lame ste

cont boos bare

Ne The combrok ora be or Geret tee

ain Me Chocel?.

k, Rout told whol bo doy tie bao de brews

C The carbrol cen die the device,

Il, The courbrok + rosrain cee
from oo
ele.
More of
based Off Le beneu Vie
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The dimensions of control choices evolves slong these lines for
a controller (KR) and the corresronding control in the (FP),

Pe (with embedded K)
Pe interrurt + I/0
Feio : instruction at interrupt)
Multi-Feio
Fio channelsd
sreciel

Cio (serarated computer with locel
Me for T/0 erocess contral

K simrele x
K Cinstruction) x + x
K Col instruc) x
K~-Fu-Me if(local) x
(nate eauivalent
to K simple +
Cio)

GRimik C6/2/751
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
LOC/MAIL STOP

Jim Bell DATE. July 14, 1975
00D FROM: Gordon Bell
Finance Committee DEPT: oop

EXT: 2236
John Fisher, Ken Olsen LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12/A51

HONORARIA--ATTACHED POLICY

The OOD is in the process of approving the following policy having to do
with honoraria for talks. ! just got a note from Ed Schwartz requesting
officers and employees to list boards they're on, which presumably is covered
in a policy somewhere.

Last year, billed CMU for visiting and consulting CMU at $2,000 for joint
DEC-CMU, CMU, and some profession-related projects. This year ! made four
trips and spent a total of approximately one hundred hours (2% of my

professional time), much of which was on the phone and computer via the
network. My intent was to turn this money over to DEC.

The problem: is my CMU affiliation like honoraria or a board fee? Are
board fees turned over to the company?

There are clear cases where DEC doesn't get reimbursed, e.g., teaching
classes after hours. Can FéA establish guidelines for everybody and

rule on this by issuing the attached policy on some revised, appropriate
form?

GB:mjk

Attachment
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C1582
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

: Gordon BellTo DATE, July 9, 1975
FROM, Yim Bell
DEPT, R & D Gr
EXT, 2764
LOC/MAIL STOP, ML3=-4/E41

SUBJ, Honoraria

Attached is the revised draft of the policy on Honoraria.Since there are still some open issues I will wait until I
hear from you before proceeding further.
As we discussed on the phone the key open issues are:

1) should honoraria disbursements be centralized
for better record keeping and control?

2) should incoming honoraria always be accepted,
even from non-profit institutions, thereby
serving
a) aS a control on the number of invitations,
b) as a small source of income for the company,

and

c) as a counter balance to outgoing honoraria?

3) how do we distinguish between talks which DEC people
give on their own (evenings, weekends, vacation days)
and tnose talks given by DEC people as representatives
of DEC.

JB/cw
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: 4.

MEMORANDUM =."::
:
:

Hardware Engineering esLOC/MAIL STOP

Software Engineering Managers DATE. June 27, 1975
FROM: Jim Bel1/Gordon Bell:

:

DEPT, R & D Group
EXT, 2764

:

:

LOC/MAIL Stop, ML3~4/E41 : :

Policy--Honoraria for Invited Speakersto Engineering Seminars
SUBJ, :

:

Background: The academic community has the custom of
providing honoraria for invited talks when
faculty members speak at other institutions.
DEC employees are offered honoraria for givingtalks and participating in conferences at non-
profit institutions, the government, and other
companies.

Purpose: To establish a uniform policy within DEC with regardto giving and accepting honoraria.

Policy: 1) When a university faculty member is invited to
give a seminar at DEC, it shall be customary to
provide an honorarium in addition to expenses.
The size of the standard honorarium shall be set by
the Vice-President of Engineering; it is currently
set at a maximum of $150.00, the exact amount to be
based on the time and effort involved, and set by
the person who issues the invitation.

2) When a DEC employee is offered an honorarium, the
employee shall (a) decline it when offered by a
university or other non-profit institution and (b)
accept it on behalf of DEC otherwise. a

3) The responsibility for enforcing this policy, pro-
viding outgoing honoraria, and accepting incoming
honoraria shall rest with each cost center manager.

JB/GB/cw
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FAGE i

MS MLA2/ASL

SUBJ VAX ARCHITECTURE (HROWR/SOF > HATE 07-28-75
FROM: GORDON BELL

EX? 2236

x K x K * K K x * K Kk K * K x K
x

We have rroduced much documentation on the hardware architecture.
Enough so that imelementers can start to work so that we can
interact with them. The software architecture is marked with
dreat sobs of millng inactivity. The hardware architecture
is described in terms of surroundings constraintsy and

the technology environment for the 1975-1985 time scale. Most

of the instruction set is completed and encodedy and the virtual
addressing use and mechanisms though designed, is about 2

weeks away From for reviews We held our first
corrorate-wide (35 reorle for 3/4 daw) design review (hearing) +

So farys we arreer ta get @ 1/3 reduction in code size and

running time compared with @ comparable PIF-10 and

40% to 50% reduction over @ POF-Li for FORTRANY while sivins
the user 29-hits of memory address Whe these measures

are relatively spectacular for an Ingtruction-set note that
if we didn't build the machinery and used a FPIIF-10 instead»
technolosy evolution would sive us the same sain 2 sears delayed,

As an architects T'm heleins provide the best Li follow-or
machine that is similar to an 11 so that a user recognizes it
as suche

As a business rersory I'm terrified at the amount we'1ll srend

im getting @ 3rd machine to OT t beyond 10 and Li--alsa the

risk is The 11 software surrort is thin and this will
further stress ite

who Just wants to get work done and mot bit hack.

As head of develormenty I see 4 years of shear hell ahead for

us ally and nf expect surer-human

GB? mak

x *x x Xx xX K x K K X
K K K K K K K

TO: FILE

:

'11 turn in my FOF-10 :

Feoe SIMULAAS doubt if for
d I3 merer of YearSE AL.GOL»y RASIC4 COBOL

a

bits 9 orelus lols of arrlications are mos excert
see Orbits versus useri I'm anywhere mearWe're dead



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJ DG IN BUSINESS DATE?

Tos Irwin Jacobs, Larry Portner

CCs MC, OOD, John Fisher
We're getting strong signals that DG is:

C1586
PAGE 1
07230075

FROMS GORDON BELL
EX: 2236

ML12°1/A51
* # *

1. Becoming aggressive in business market placeeethey have
RPG,

2. Working on a full COBOL,

3, Working on a PL/I,
4, Working on a database language,
Do we have right strategy vis a vis our home brew languages'
DIBOL, BASIC, and minimal COBOL?

GBsmjk

TO: FILE
* * * # & # #
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24 July 1975

Drs. Samuel H. Fuller & Daniel P. Siewiorek
Department of Computer Science
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Dear Drs. Fuller and Siewiorek:
The decision to continue DEC support of the

Multi-Micro-Computer Project to its second stage (30 module
configuration) will depend on a joint review of the project by
CMU and DEC following the demonstration of the 10 module
configuration. At that time, a new letter of agreement will
specify how CMU and DEC will cooperate, although there is an
understanding that if the 10 module configuration works well,
both CMU and DEC are interested in developing the 30 module
configuration. Details of the actual configuration will depend
on a joint CMU/DEC evaluation of the initial 10 module system.

Because of the long development time, high cost and risk,
discussions involving the support of the final stage of this
project (100 module system) will not be started at this time.

Gordon Beil

Steve Teicher

MAYRAGE, MASSACHUSETTS 017754:
€ J :

Eta GIs:
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July 24, 1975
@a

Mr. N. B. Hannay, Vice President
Research and Patents
Bell Telephone Laboratories
600 Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

Dear Mr. Hannay:

As you may, know, Bell Telephone Laboratories has installed numerous

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) computers at its various facilities.
These machines are used in research within Research and Patents, area 10.

Also, we have machines in other parts of the laboratory, particularly
those which eventually end up in the operating companies.

DEC's Laboratory Data Products group fs responsible for developing and

supporting those computer hardware and software products that are most

particular to research. Recently, we have increased our personnel
assigned to the laboratories to include a Laboratory Data Products (LDP)

+wt : :

In order to better serve your researchers, and to aid in determining the
kinds of products they need, the LDP group would like to conduct a series
of seminars dealing with computer applications Edward Kramer, Product Line
Manager for the LDF group, Jack Kay, LDP sales representative, and ! would
like to meet brietly with you and your divisional directors (individually
or as a group) in order to discuss the possible interaction.

Although I'm not as involved in products development or use as I'd like
to be, | have enjoyed interaction with BTL researchers, (especially H.

S. MacDonald), and | particularly value this interaction to guide our

product direction. The Nigitel Filter is entering this area of possible
application now, and | would like some interaction about possible
applications as a means of pushing us harder.

DIGITAL EQUIFMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

{817/857-5114 TWX: 770-347-0212 TELEX 94-8457
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To: Mr. Hannay From: Gordon Bell
July 24, 1975-2

If you believe this is worthwhile, please let me know and we can set up
a meeting at Murray Hitl.

Sincerely yours,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT ORPORATION

Son (AU
Cc. Gordon Bell
Vice President
Office of DeveTopment

CGB:mjk

cc: S. J. Buchsbaum
A. M. Clogston
. Gillette

R. . Prim
W. P . Slichter
. He Wolontis

Jack Kay
Ed Kramer

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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baud July 23, 1975ae : 4

David M. Taylor
939 Washington Street.
Holliston, Mass. 01746

Dear Mr- Taylor:

| got your resume. The "'objectives'' will be more helpful to us.

Do you have anything written which represents your skills as an

analytical engineer-~such as a standard, or a task force report,
etc., in which you are the principal author?

Sincerely, i

Gordof Bel 1

Vice President
Officé of Development

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(GU2897-5171 TWA! 710-347-0272 FELEA: Y4-845/



01595DIGITAL INTEROFFICK MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1
SUBJ: CORPORATE AUDITORIUM DATES

FROMS GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MS3 ML12-1/A51

HH H HF &
TO: FILE

07=23=75

* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * +

+ % * % * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * *

TO: OWNER OF CORPORATE AULITORIUM (CLASSROOM)

The tiny olackboard and screen share tne same physical space,
hence, can't be simultaneously used, The room is poor for
televising,
There are no tables when coffee arrives (or for sales meetings
coffee and dougnnuts).
There 18 no overhead projector puilt in (why not?) and the
audio visual group mas no projectors for use, nor do the
people come to work early enough to check them out for an
8:15 or 8:3 meeting, Sales Training saved us,
Tnere is a high intensity noise source near it (cafeteria)
that occasionally runs, inhibiting nearing In TeCALreae
altnough for us the acoustics are not too bad,

The Parking facilitieS are good for 8:15 and 8:30 meetings
Since the PK3 people aren't using them; it does not help
engineering morale to visit PK-3,
The tables and chairs are nice, especially the chair
bottoms... whicn is what we usually concentrate on.

We need a Larges good conference room/auditorium in the mill.
GBsmjk

cc: Ted Jonnson
Jonn Jones
Ken Olsen
Harold Trenouth
Craig zamzow



lolitll! INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM2. To
}

LOC/MAIL STOP
TO H Distribution DATE:

FROM: July 21, 1975 C1596
DEPT,

Gordon Bell
00D 1

EXT:

ML12/A51LOC/MAIL STOP
22

SUBJ: poRTABLE BLISS

Now that we are building a BASIC PLUS on the 10 and 11, what's the chance
of writing it in portable BLISS? I assume the 11 will be written this way,
and the 10 is already written this way? Clearly, some is different (such
as the run time and the system interaces), but much is the same: editor,
parser, common user documentation, etc.

GB:mjk

Distribution
Norma Abel
Ron Ham
Irwin Jacobs
John Leng
Jim Mills
George Plowman
Larry Portner
Jon Singer
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July 21, 1975

Michael W. Rohrbach
International Marketing Services
38 Garden Road
Wellesley, Massachusetts 0218]

Dear Mr. Rohrbach:

really appreciate the effort you spent in writing down and focusing
on interface problems with DEC and our various product deficiencies.
I'm distributing the letter now to solicit responses in some of the
problem areas you mentioned.

For the particular questions:

1. Please contact Bill Kiesewetter regarding the DEC System 10.

2. Since | too don't understand the precise structure of the
Commercial Group being reorganized), suggest you start
with Stan Olsen, who is Group Vice President n charge of
Commerctal. Communications and Typesetting Product

It's unclear specifically how we might interface better, but it
probably has to be through the sales or a marketing group. For

now, believe you might contact Mort Ruderman as a next step.
Again, thanks for your input.

Sincerely,

Vice President
Office of Development

Gofdon Bel 1

GB:mjk

cc: Bill Kiesewetter
Stan Olsen
Mort Ruderman

MASSACHUSETTS 01754
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 14G MAIN STREET, MAYNARD,

(G17}897-141 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: $4645?



INTERNATIONAL MARKETING SERVICES .

4 45%8
WELLESLEY, MASSACHUSETTS 02181X

38 GARDEN ROAD

Dr. Gordon
Oe July 16, 1975

Caw +.
Bell

Vice President of Engineering by
146 Main St. Codes gle
Digital Equipment Corporation

Maynard, MA 01754

Subject: Review of meeting with Dr. Gordon Bell and Larry Portner on
July 2, 1975

Purpose:

To review observations of an outsider on how DEC looks and to relate the
challenge that DEC presents in dealing with its organization. To present
specific first hand and second hand information as to the difficulty of
obtaining a cohesive picture of DEC's posture in the business systems area

\p as it relates to systems above the business system. To review in
brief the position of the competition on how they are marketing and how

they are addressing the same market segment.

Database: For the past several months, I have attempted to determine whether
there is an established position on the question of database. To my

and let them market these along with DEC.

frustration I have not found out if there is a position, who has made that
position known and if the position is known how the forces are going
about evaluating databases. am aware that there are several vendors
attempting to convince DEC that theirs is the best but have not gotten
a definitive statement such as was given in our meeting that DEC will
wait for several companies to come up with DBM's that run on the PDP ll

Although I have little doubt that DEC can build their own DBM package,
I am not at all convinced that you can afford to frustrate companies who

that when companies such as Computer Corporation of America (whom I pre-
sented to DEC for their Model 204 database package and user language)
spend six years developing their system before aggressively taking it to

market, there might be good reason to buy a database design. This is
particularly the case when such a supplier has been a long standing DEC

OEM, supplies lots of software to the ARPA network, and is under contract
to work in the DECOM product line development. DEC may in fact be sin-
cerely interested. The point is that after lots of searching, I have not
been led to the right person. Others with less tenacity have understandably

are sincerely trying to gain your interest in their offering. You let
them grind through the mill and then do not give them either an answer

opinion or a feeling as to what decisions you are making. also feel

given up.

Wo te wit. wo

New England Region (617) 235-3130 or 237-4689
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COBOL under DOS: This was the first of the projects which was to materi-
-alize into a potential market for my company. This is the activity through
which I met Al Brown and Computer Power Ltd. For several months I was
feeding information both ways trying to get underway a final agreement that
would permit the marketing of COBOL under DOS by an independent company
without the support of DEC. We were simply looking to provide COBOL to

\\, the existing DOS or one foreground, one background partition DEC processor.
'We even got to' the point where DEC made an internal market study to make
'sure that DEC did not want to market that product themselves. It was our
'intention to resurrect the pos/COBOL version in existence in Australia and
market it in such a way that it would indeed be a subset to the RSX COBOL.

.
The clients could later upgrade to DEC's own RSC COBOL. After working at

/ this for over six months, the entire subject was suddenly closed off.
Worse than that, Roger Allen left the States under the impression that every-
thing had been cleared. He wrote me from Australia that all signals were
go. It was only because I checked again with Al Brown that I found out

cation. Unfortunately a great deal of time and energy was spent forthat DEC Australia had turned the whole thing off. It was truly an edu-

nothing.

'As for the subject matter involved here, I believe that nothing could
have been more perfect for DEC than to have an alternative to DEC's own

'COBOL available in the market. Since all the competition has COBOL running
on systems much smaller than the minimum which will be required under
RSX, I believe that there were opportunities that will now fall to com-

peting hardware. We might also have seen systems houses who are building
PDP 11 systems as RJE stations, target systems under DOS that would have
later been moved up to RSX.

Operating systems versus languages: From the view presented by DEC to the
general or special systems house in the commercial market, one is always
left with some rather difficult alternatives. BASIC is an excellent lan-
guage for use in interactive commercial systems. The problem to date
is that in orcer to have BASIC, there has to be RSTS. However, there

but there is no DOS COBOL that could be sold as a minimal system. Under
RSX 11D COBOL is large enough to support at least ISAM files (if not a

query language) and database. THC's smaller system coming in at the
lower end of the market using DIBOL requires a re-ecucation of the prospect.
The systems house working with DEC's DIBOL cannot compete (mor even sur-
vive) against a month-to-month rental RPG system that has the same appli-
cation already bundled into the monthly rent. Therefore, a systems house

has to have a very vergatile set of personnel merely to cover the offering

isn't
on an

small enough to compete withRSTS system programmed in BASIC
competing minimainframes. COBOL is the next alternative

DEC has in the product line.
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From a DEC corporate point of view, each marketing group has its own axe
to grind and, therefore, little unification can be anticipated. I found
this reflected in the attitude that headquarter people working with RSTS
care little about COBOL and those in "business systems" are not at all
sympathetic to things like BASIC for the commercial client.
Worse yet, the potential client is faced with different sales people
covering different interests. When the systems house takes along a DEC
seles person, it is never certain what will finally come out of the conver-
sation. You might pick the salesman you think is the right one and find
that in the middle of the conversation, he will say something like "COBOLis for universities".

Competition by DEC: A specific situation was brought to my attention in
the retail trade. A systems organization has developed and has installed
a number of DEC PDP 1l's in this market segment. In calling on one major
account, they now find that DEC is competing with them. The group com-
peting against them is the DECOM group which is trying to show that they
are able to do the whole thing including the retail application. The
systems house has both the communication and the application all worked
out and their system has been in operation for three years.

Maybe worse than that was the fact that DEC came to this same systems
house to look at some special software and hardware interfaces that were
built to handle asynchronous signals on synchronous-channels. After the
visit, DEC never came back with so much as an answer as to what they
thought or what the interest was.

In a local case, a systems house had gotten to the point of defining a
working system which the client considered acceptable. This system was
to be written in BASIC. The client asked the systems house to call in a
number of hardware vendors to make a bid on the hardware. Instruction
had been given to the hardware vendor as to what system had been specified.
DEC responded by bringing in another system house with a proposal for DIBOL.
Admittedly they were not given much of a chance to present their case,
since they were way off base. It did destroy the opportunity to have BEC
as a vendor with this client.
Sell "FUTURES": There is not a question in my mind that DEC had a great
deal more to offer to the commercial market than its major competitor.
By merely advertising more and giving lip service to INFOS, for instance,
DG has placed itselfout-frontn_getting leads from the sysystems houses.
Technical people are turned on by it. Whatever the reason, the lack of a

:
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stated position with regard to a complete system in the mid-range between
DYSOL and the DEC 10 is hurting DRC. Thus, DEC may not get a chance to
retrain these system organizations later on to recommend DEC, even when
the direction DEC wishes to take is finally made public.

Application package: In a specific case there is a COBOL based application
package for the Life Insurance field.\3 The supplier of the application
would like to work with DEC on making the conversion to DEC. A client
has been located who does not have a machine at the present time. IBM is
making a recommendation to go to an in-house 370/135. By combining the
client and the software there is reason to think that the client can be
won over. Where does one start working through the DEC organization to

Government request for bid: An opportunity exists for DEC to help write
a spec for a complete system to be installed in a government facility.

get something like this started?

The person writing the spec is not an ally of IBM and is intrigued by the
possibility of a large PDP 11 or small DEC 10 being specified. How would
one go about securing the right person in DEC to start on that project?

Data dictionary vs. Database: Several weeks ago, I had an opportunity to
present a new slant on database to DEC. The case I presented was that of
offering a data dictionary facility first, so that DEC might buy time to
work on resolving th. question of database. Admittedly this would not
only be a delaying tactic, but would make DEC unique in offering the
most logical approach to database. Despite the fact that I took two
months to set up a presentation, I asked myself why I had bothered. I
presented a product and many reasons why we have had such success with
it. I believe it was a compelling story as did a member of your
Corporate Information Systems staff. Unfortunately it got nowhere. As
it turns out, even Corporate Information Systems would like to have this
facility for in-house use, and even they don't know how to get the project
started.

And yet, when all is said and done, the "IRON" is shipping out and that
does help pay for all of this. It is gratifying to hear from long-time
DEC users that the "IRON works well. It works so well that in a recent
system bidding, we proposed an 8A and suggesteé to the client not to buy
the maintenance contract. We suggested taking a couple of extra boards
instead. Although this is less possible in the electromechanical units,
it does demonstrate how well things do work out there. Your ability to
provide service in almost as many places as IBM certainly is a major
factor in why larger and stronger systems houses do prefer to go with DEC.

What I have highlighted in these notes may just point out to you that

A
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our policies are indeed being carried out. If that is not the case, I
would like to have the opportunity to review some of these items with
Mr. Olson or others you may suggest so that they may have more complete
background information. I would be most intrigued with the idea of working
with DEC on some of these items in either a consulting role or as a con-
tractor with the support of DEC. Since I spend most of my time selling
software and systems to the commercial marketplace occupied by IBM, there
are a number of strong opportunities into which I would like to draw DEC.
I would, however, like to know that I can count on complete support before
embarking on any of these projects.
Please let me know how I should proceed. For your information, I have
also enclosed a brief write-up on the activities of my company should
that be necessary as introductory material to those whom I might meet.

Very truly yours,

Michael W. Rohrbach

MWR: sj
Encl

5
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July 21, 1975€ :

Mr. Eric Marshal]
Marshall Design International Ltd.
Haughde] 1. House
Park Road
Banstead, Surrey, SM7 3EL
England

Dear Mr. Marshall:

Mr. Olsen asked me to respond to your request to visit DEC. You're
welcome to talk with our people directly regarding possible consul-
tation. However, we buy very little or no outside consulting in
th s arena, and currently no consultation n the UL K we' manufac-wr 3: : : : :

ture in lreland. Gur European design and engineering effort is special
systems and programming.

I've given your letter to Dick Schneider and Dave Nevela, who have much
of the design responsibility for our products.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bel]
Vice President
Office of Development

a a

GBimjk

cc: Dave Nevela
Ken Olsen
Dick Schneider

CORPORATION 146 MA N STREET, MAYNARD, MACSACHUSETISad ems :

710347-0212 TRLEX: OF 84071? ay
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MarshallDesign International Ltd. Haughdelf Hause, Park Rd, Banstead, Surrey, SM7 3EL Tel Burgh Heath 58091

Kenneth H, Olsen, Esq., Ist July, 1975. a

Limited - one of Europe's largest and most successful design organisations.

We specialise in the styling of consumer and industrial products and we have

5 &

profits, expand your market share as soon as the economy picks up - as

Chief Executive,
Digital Equipment Corporation, f

Maynard,
146 Main Street, Yu

Maryland, 01754, U.S.A.

4it
Dear Mr. Olsen, 4

4 5

I would like to introduce to you my Company Marshall Design Internat onal

earned our reputation by designing for such major Companies as 1,T,T.,
Hoover, Philips, Black & Decker, Plessey, Shellmex & B, P., Thorn
Electrical Industries and Citroen.

Some people may argue against new designs or new products during the
present business recession. We now is the time todisagree
plan new products, edesign existing lines be ready to increase your

it will

I shall be touring the U.S. during the next few months and would welcome
eting with you.

Yours sinceréty_

6

ERIC MARSHALL

Directors EricMarshall FSIA MinstM. ReneMarshallASIA JC BaggottMSIA R Ritty.
DR SmithMSIA, DN Davies, J FA Bryen FlMechE FIProdE, G Ashley

ConsultantAdvisors PA Management Consultants Ltd
Associate Companies EricMarshallAssociates Ltd., EPTA International (France) Webb Associates USA

Corporate Identity Ltd Owen Luder Partnership (Architects)
European Headquarters 386Avenue Louise, Brussels 1050, Belgium Tel 48.65.55
London Office 1 St. James's Street, London, SW1A 1EF

Reg. No. 875288 England Reg. Office: Temple Chambers, 3, Temple Avenue, London, EC4.
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July 21, 1975
6 :

Dr. Michael J. McKeown
Chairman, Computer Development Committee
North Bend Medical Center, Inc.
1920 McPherson Avenue
North Bend, Oregon 97459

Dear Dr. McKeown:

I'm not in charge of this area of the company, which develops and markets
products -into the medical profession.

Since it is unclear to me just which group would develop and/or market
such a system, | have turned the material over to Mr. William Thompson,
Secretary of the Marketing Committee. Our Marketing Committee consists
of four senior vice presidents, responsible for the development and
marketing of special applications; and they can decide the next step.

The proposal looks interesting, and I'm glad you're considering DEC.

v,+

1

Gordon Bell
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

cc: Bill Thompson (+ material)
MC



North Center. Inc Gordon Bell, Ph.D. Page 2 July 14, 1975
Mec rine

CR L AERTSON,MO Physicians ond Surgeons
: : M2 PLC, RICHARO! WEST MD

DAVIS WHITs, MD identifiable This aliows cooperative corporation spproac
920 AVENUE

:

vidual retirement plans and not one unified plan with a11RSM, MLD
NORTH BEND, OREGON 97459

J BROWN, M.D
to the business with individual doctors proressiona.: :
corporations, ER 10 plans, etc. This congicneration oz indi-

{503} 756-4171 WILLIAM P KEAN, MD
'Surgery

KELLER, MD.
JAMES F. MEANS, employees covered has significant tax and estate vlanning 2avan-

EL J, MeKEOWN, M.D. reH MASSEY, M0. tages which are of increasing interest to more sovhisticated
? RALPH E. WHITING, M.D group medical practices.

-Suly 14, 1975 realize that some details of this specification are unique
to North Bend Medical Center, Inc., but we would consider more

|generally applicable procedures if the costs of development
;were to be shared.

Administrative Maneger
GARY L. MILLER 'We

Gordon Bell, Ph.D.
Vice President, Office of Development

Thank you for considering this proposal. We would hope that

Digital Equipment Corporation cooperative development or a business system would be possible.
146 Main Street Cordially,Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Doctor Beli:
Michael J. Mc

+We are asxing you to consider proposal for an automated Chairman, Computer lopment Committee
business management system for medical clinics. The increasing
complexity of this business will scon require such tools to MIM mks
run efficiently. Dr. George Wied of the University of Chicago encl
has reviewed this proposal and suggested we write to-you.
We have developed these specifications after considerable
Study. The current version utilized the resources of Boeing
Computer Systems for publication.
We believe there are three unique management tools in this
system which will give it increasing usefulness in the metiicalclinic business.
First, 1t enables the patient to have an accurate, up to the
minute bill and statement of account at the end of any patientencounter/visit. Our experience with a manual approach to this
concept supports our belief that this significantly increases
immediate collection percentage and decreases age of accounts
receivable. A group our size can thereby realize a significant
improvement in cash position. Automation of this concept makesit even more cost effective.
Second, the detailed management information available facilitates
timely management decisions. Negotiations with third party
payers can be much more productive for the medical clinic ifits management has the supporting statistics that our proposed
system produces about billing and receipts on accounts. Effec-
tive negotiations in this area are becoming a matter of economic
survival for medical clinics.
Third, the payment allocation system allows a unique distribu-
tion of income such that individual doctor income is clearly
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TO:

SUBJ:

LOC/MAIL STOP
Dave Nelson
Grant Saviers
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FIU
G1609

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 21, 1975
FROM: Gordon Bell
DEPT: 00D
EXT,

7236LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12/A51

You guys were going to meet and discuss 1/0 channels, I/0 processors
and 1/0 computers. What's happening? Dave, you were going to propose
a uniform message-orfented interface for VAX.

Our disk controllers are sadly lacking in technology/capability/ etc. Please
send me a simple (understandable) version of RK06 controller for comment
and starting point.

GB:mjk



dijo t all
TO: Ron Brender

SUBJ:

LOC/MAIL STOP

01610
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 21, 1975
FROM: Gordon e 1

DEPT. 00D
EXT:
LOC/MASPs ML12/A51

Why fsn't the WCS assembler written in BLISS? Don't you have
many of utilities, interfaces, etc. from FORTRAN?



t
TO:

cc:

SUBJ:

Dave Cutler
Ed Fauvre
Roger Gourd

Larry Portner

MACRO-VAX

LOC/MAIL STOP

C1641
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 21, 1975
FROM: Gordon Bell
DEPT, 00D
EXT;
LOC/MAIL STO ML12/A51

Do | correctly assume that the new MACRO-VAX will be written in BLISS?



POPLI.RTM 23-Apr-75 22:81 (A818KGe8! /B

SMERGE (#447) ;
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP , SYS156,USR131,USR222)) ;

XECUTE (XTOROP SYS144,SYS156,SYS212);
BRANCH (S 144,PLIT(#458,453) );
SETLABEL 53);

EXE (XTCALLOP ,USR173,USR173,NIL);
EXEC (XTMOVEOP »USR048,USRi84,NIL);
EXECUTE (XTCALLOP »USR142,USR142,NIL);

DIVERGE(PLIT(#483,#464,#465,#466));
SETLABEL (#463)

(XTHOVEOP USR185,USR041,NIL);

EXECUTECKTNOVEOP ,USR823,USRI65,NIL);
JOIN (#462) ;
SETLABEL (4464) )

EXECUTE OVEOP USR@31,USR1G5,NIL);
JOIN (#462) ;
SETLABEL (#465) ;

EXECUTE (XTCARLOP »USR175,USR17S,NIL);
JOIN (#462);
SETLABEL (#466) ;

EXECUTE (XTCALLOP »USR282,USR282,NIL);
PMERGE (#462)
SMERGE (7458) ;

EXECUTE (XTNOOP
JOIN (#363) ;
SMERGE (#467)

EXECUTE (XTEQLOP
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP
EXECUTE (XTOROP

BRANCH (SYS144,PLIT(#478,#473))

,USR221,NIL, NIL);

, 8YS156,USR131,USR225)
,SYS212,USR131,USR226) ;

,SY5144,SYS156,SYS212);

EXECUTE (XTCALLOP ,USR173,USR173,NIL);
EXECUTE (XTMOVEOP ,USR@48,USR1@4,NIL);
EXECUTE (XTCALLOP ,USR142,USR142,NIL);
EXECUTE (XTADDOP ,USR185 , USR041,USR023);

EXECUTE (XTRSHFT@OP \SYS144,SYS144,USR168) ;
BRANCH (SYSI44,PLIT(#585,#5179) ;
SETLABEL (#585)

. DIVERGE(PLIT(#587,#513));
SETLABEL (#587) ) ;

EXECUTE (XTANDOP ;
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP ,SY$156,SYS144,USR165);
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP USR823,USR154);
EXECUTE (XTANDOP SY SYS156,SYS212);

BRANCH (SYS144,PLIT(#511,4512));
SETLABEL(#511);

EXECUTE (XTHOVEOP , USR823,USR154,NIL);
JOIN (4518) ;
SETLABEL (4512);

EXECUTE (XTMNOVEOP USRB2 USR1GS,NIL);
SNERGE (#518) ;
JOIN (#586) ;
SETLABEL (#513) ;

EXECUTE (XTANDOP ,8YS144, R1@5,USR281);
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP ,SYS156,SY$144,USRIS7)
EXECUTE (XTEQLOP ,SYS212,USR023,USR154) ;
EXECUTE (XTANDOP »SYS144,SYSM56,SYS212);

BRANCH (SYS144,PLIT(#515,#516));
SETLABEL(#515);

EXECUTE (XTMOVEOP ,USR831,USRL 5,NIL);
JOIN(4514);

Page 3-12

:

EXECUTE (XTEQLOP , 5YS212,USR131,USR223) :

EXECU

SETLABEL (#473)

EXECUTE (XTANDOP $Y$144,USR186,USR157) ;

$144,USR1@5,USR2@1)

SY
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$ pu
Museum Exhibits

2.
Human interface ifo pen&, guns, mouse, tablet, 3 dd scopes, etc.

displays (including first cotour on PDP-1). clan
Whirlwind display, TX-0, Type 30, 338, VT 05/50 GT 40 and friends, colour

and typewriters* Telezraphy key plus old Telatypes (Model 14,28, and 35 and 40)

Human (paper riven i/o 1 coming from a marriage of telezrah

Flexowriter of Whirlwind, IBM-Soroban modified for PDP-1, LA 30, 36 and 37.

Also some old typewriters such as my Underwood and Pasarellows

3. Memory: primary tyPe Williams tube from ILLIAC I$ Whirlwind core:A
or showing stack,Ferro from Atlas} Delay line from Deuce? coré, from ppp-1?

Kand the planar core. the and 4k chips and @gr microphotsos of these.

Indirect i/o (ie humand to something to computer). Cards, paper tape, and}
line prénters, and plotters.

5. Secondary memories: Whirlwind drum and tape. others and our later ones.

Heal
6. Logic---I taveall of this now Sburs up

a

7,Computers-- it is stored in mill now. PDP-1, 4.3 etc eLSI-11

g. a 'fo

Conventions, shaft postion Pncoders, stone
raph Lune

Programs
Wleynov4 1/

CRY Cords inp,
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di INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

LOC/MAIL STOP
TO

FROM: Gordon Bell
CC: Irwin Jacobs DEPT: op

Larry Portner DATE: July 21, 1975

John Leng 6
STOP

22
ML12/A51

SUBJ: BMS ON THE 11

Since you are the Product Manager, Manager, and don't know who to write
to let me pass this suggestion along from Jake: let's just move DBMS
over from the 10. The neat thing: the specifications, manual, etc.,
are already given, along with some knowledge about the implementation,
which should save us a year or two of timesharing.

Note also, the part that is done in BLISS may even be transportable. We
would have compatible products, and a really nifty system which would
permit the DBMS part to reside In a single I1, given a network.

GB:mjk



DIGITAL INTRROFFICE MEMORANDUM o1614
PAGE 1

SUBJ: PDP#11 REFERENCE MANUAL DATE? 07-17-75
FROME GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MS! ML12-1/A51

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
TO: FILE
* + * * + * * * * * % * + * * * * * % % * * * *

SUBJ: AVAILABILITY OF BILL ENGLISH (AUTHOR OF 16 REFERENCE
AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS AND DG MANUALS)

To: Distribution
How about a really good PDP-11 Reference Manual? Don't we
really need one? He's currently working for Savell on some
IPG stuff,
Anyone want to talk with him?

He performs well to schedules and with fixed price (assuming
there 1s a penalty clause).
GBsmjk

Distribution
Janice Carnes Bill Demmer
Dick Clayton Steve Teicher
Bruce Delagi Mike Tomasic

cc: Bob Savell

@
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{alt INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

SUBJ,

LOC/MAIL STOP

EXT; 2236

Distribution
FROM: Gordon Bel] (p
DATE, July 14, 19

DEPT; OOD

LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12/A51

HODGE & TAYLOR--CONSULTANTS

These guys keep calling me about mnsulting for us. They used to work at
GA. They have the attached ECL design which they'Il describe for 2K and
give design documents for $10K to evaluate for manufacturing. (Rights
are 78.)

They have sold rights to this design--which they say can be manufactured
for $200, CA and/or GA and Interdata. They say that Interdata is impressed
that it can do the 7/16 in the same time.

They've consulted widely throughout the mini industry with everyone
except DG and HP, thus | don't want to educate them. Also they say they're
behind the Fortran speed-ups of Varian.

The interesting thing, they claim the ECL microprocessor can be built in
one chip.

GB:mjk

Distribution
Bob Armstrong
Dick Clayton
Bill Demmer
Chuck Kaman
Steve Rothman
Steve Teicher

What do you think? Should someone drop by to talk with them?



Dear Gordon:

Lopy to
Winston W. Hodge, Lawrence . Taylor, & Associstes wanton

CONSULTANTS TO MANAGEMENT 61646
Minicomputer & Microprocessor Design Winston W. Hodge

Computer & Communication Systems Design 2603 Hillcrest Avenue

Program Management Orange, California 92667

Market Anatysis & Planning Lawrence E. Tavior
High Technology Business Planning 18612Minuet Lane

Anaheim, California 92807

April 1, 1975

Pox
To: Gordon Bell :

Vice President, Engineering Stet ut O
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

From: Win Hodge (714) 637-6556
Gh

Subject: Follow-up On 561.C. Emulator With No LSI

Reference: March 12, 1975 Correspondence Tt
Attached is a brief product summary of our emulator, as described in our refece, ced

hope/)correspondence to you.

- We are experiencing interest on this coast from two mini-computer houses, as evi-
denced by the fact that we are under contract to make preliminary disclosure and do

a partial micro-coding of two target processors,

We have, however, retained the ownership of our emulator so that we may present
it elsewhere, maintaining only applications micro-code and special interfaces as con-

fidential and proprietary to these customers,

If your interest continues, we would still be most anxious to have a June-July-August
technical summer engagement with you.

Sincerely,

WA
W. Hodge

Attachment



HODGE, TAYLOR, & ASSOCIATES LOW COST EMULATOR

Sunmunary of Features: >

~General Registers - Dual-ported. 64 registers, expandable to 256

Register Addressing Modes - Implicit, explicit, stack
Control Store - 64 words by 24 bits, expandable to 16K X 24

Mi-: ro-inetruction Cycle Time - 60 ns,

RO
SA

R
(6
)

Simultaneous Control Functions Per Micro-instructian ~ 1 to 20. :

DEG PDP-11 MICRODATA 800/1600DEC PDP-8 HP 2100

Floppy Disks CRT TerminalsPlotters

Number of I, C; t's-56
Estimated Shop Cost - Under $250

CPU's That Can Be Emulated:

GA IBM System / 3

DG
INTERDATA 7/16 IBM System/32Nova 2 IBM System 360's (low end)VDM 620-i IBM System 370's (low end)

Peripheral Controllers That Can Be Emulated:

Magnetic Tape Card Readers and Punches
a

, Moving Head Disks
Fixed Head Disks Tape Readers and Punches O=

High Speed Line Printers

Communications Controllers and Multiplexor :+

Computer Interfaces

Most Popular Mini-computers

(4
)IBM 360/370 Channels

RO
SD

K

:
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SUBJ:

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
:

LOC/MAIL STOP
Jim Bell 14.TO: DATE,
ooD FROM:

July 1975
Gordon Bell

DEPT; gopFinance Committee
EXT. 2236

John Fisher, Ken Olsen LOC/MAIL STOP:

HONORARIA--ATTACHED POLICY

The 00D is in the process of approving the following policy having to do

with honoraria for talks. ! just got a note from Ed Schwartz requesting
officers and employees to list boards they're on, which presumably is covered

tn a policy somewhere.

Last year, | billed CMU for visiting and consulting CMU at $2,000 for joint
DEC-CMU, CMU, and some profession-related projects. This year made four

trips and spent a total of approximately one hundred hours (2% of my

professional time), much of which was on the phone and computer via the

network. My intent was to turn this money over to DEC.

The problem: is my CMU affiliation like honoraria or a board fee? Are

board fees turned over to the company?

There are clear cases where DEC doesn't get reimbursed, e.g., teaching
classes after hours. Can F&A establish guidelines for everybody and

rule on this by issuing the attached policy on some revised, appropriate
form?

GB:mjk

Attachment

a



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
+

Ad 75 14

Hardware Engineering mana es10, Gordon Bell LOC/MAIL STOP LOC/MAIL STOP
ML12/A51 DATE, July 9, 1975 Software Engineering Managers

DATE, June 27, 1975
im Bel]/Gordon Bell +

R & D GroupFROM, Yim Bell : FROM.
Dept, R & D Gr DEPT,

ML3-4/E41EXT. 2764 an 2764:

: :

LOC/MAIL STOP, ML3-4/E41 : LOC/MAIL STOP,
:

Policy--Honoraria for Invited Speakersto Engineering SeminarsSua, .. Honoraria SUBJ.

Attached is the revised draft of the policy on Honoraria.Since there are still some open issues I will wait until Ihear from you before proceeding further.
Background: The academic community has the custom of

providing honoraria for invited talks when
faculty members speak at other institutions.

profit institutions, the government, and other

::

: :
:

As we discussed on the phone the key open issues are: DEC employees are offered honoraria fortalks anda participating in conferences at non-
1) should honoraria disbursements be centralized

:

for better record keeping and control? companies.

set at a maximum of $150.00, the exact amount to he

To establish a uniform policy within DEC with regerd2) should incoming honoraria always be accepted, :
Purpose:

even from non-profit institutions thereby to giving and accepting honoraria.
1) When a university faculty member is invittd toserving : :

Policy:
a) as a control on the number of invitations give a seminar at DEC, it shall be customary te

provide an honorarium in addition to expenses.
b) as a small source of income for the company, The size of the standard honorarium shal 1 ba et v

the Vice-President of Engineering; it is currentlyand

the person who issues the invitation.
3) how do we distinguish between talks which DEC people

c) as a counter balance to outgoing honoraria? based on the time and effort involved, and set by

give on their own (evenings, weekends vacation days) 2) When DEC employee is offered an honorarium, the
of DEC.
and tnose talks given by DEC people as representatives employee shall (a) decline it waen offerad py a

university or other non-profit institution and (h)
accept it on behalf of DEC otherwise.

3) The responsibility for enforcing this policy, pro-
f viding outgoing honoraria, and accepting incominghonoraria shall rest with each cost center manager.

JB/GB/cw

bab
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01621

0016 1141 27-JUN 35410 1111 27- JUN
RDGB MRI1 Jun 301975

>

=
27TH JUNE 1975 REA/MB 7MAY >
TWX NO 0071

TO; GORDON BEFm @

FRANK BOOTY OF "COMPUTER WEEKLY* 1S WRITING AN ARTICLE ONASSOCIATIVE OR ARRAY PROCESSING. HE HAS THE FOLLOWING @QUESTIONS<

+

OFF FINCH SALES SUPPORT DEPT -

DOES CARNIGEY MELLON UNIVERSITY, ARRAY PROCESSING PROJECT USEPDP11°S?
2 IF SOs CAND IT WOULD BE IN DEC'S INTEREST) CAN HE HAVE NAME ANDADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF CONTACT THERE? 4
I, Y :S -

Mths burgh
CMU

OA 1S 21-8
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I would appreciate if you could send me more information on the Educational
Centre (such things as the type of courses currently being offered, if anysoftware development is done at the centre, etc.) and provide an indication
whether or not such an UN-supported visit would be possible from DEC's stand-
point.

Betty and I certainly enjoyed our evening with you when you were in Irvine in
March and hope that we get to see you again soon.
All the best to Gwynn and the kids.

Sincerely,

Peter Freeman,
UN Visiting Expert,
and
Asst. Prof., University of California, Irvine
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wre in Budpest is turninz out interesting and vroductive.
4

I am prirarily helpirg with the design of a small tire-ssharing system, but am
also working with people here ut the Centre on a number of topics.

One of the things thet the UN project does is to send staff members from the
Centre abroad for study, ranging from a few weeks um to six months.
writing to-you to find out if it is possible to arrange a fellovship for one
of the staff memvers here with the DDuc Education Centre. :

The particular person interested in this tyre of fellowship with DEC wants
to learn more about DEC and systems from the standpoint of teaching
about them. Further, he would like to in some sort of programing
or, devo opment ectivaty Sa +o te 6

terticuler. :
realise such work may not be done at the Tdveational Centre,
perhaps some sort of arrangement wito e DEC user in the vicinity of the
Educational Centre could be worked out.

:

ape
In short, if it still Jooks appropriate after learning more about the Education

e, ne would Like to come there for six months, teke some courses, verhars
help Jteach some observe otheis, do some prozremmring lf core of the
progfamming is on a process-contro! application, that would be idea

e individual involved has a good corusand of English and is an enginecrive
reduate of the Technical University of Pudapcst. he has 4 or 5 years
caching experiente here with the Centre sad programming € perience on 3 mumber

machines. I cun personally voueh for his competence.

At "his slege ve pasicelly oniy need feasioility information. Sinee the UN would
the individuel and pay for his travel and local expenses, wnat we nees

to khkow is a) whether such a "work-study" an would ve possibto FromW)
2

:

DEC's point of view and nh} whethei the Educeti : jreutre would be the
f E
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J would appreciate if you could send mc more information on the Educational :

Centre (such things as the type of courses currently being offered, if any
software development is done at the centre, etc.) and provide an indication
whether or sot such an visit would be possible from DEC's stand-
point.

Betty and I certainly enjoyed our evening with you when you were in irvine in
March and hone that ve get to see you again soon.
All the best to Gwynn and the kids.

Sincerely >

Peter Freeman,
UN Visiting Expert,
and
seb. Prof., University of Californi«, Irvine
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August 6, 1975
i? @ it6

Mr. Sandler
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Chalk River, Ontario
Canada

Dear Mr. Sandler:

Regarding your question about why we did not put form feed in the
basic LA36 design, we drew the line at features just above form

feed and tabs. The design and cost goals were such that we wished
to replace the Teletype Model 33 on our equipment and provide
significantly greater reliability, at minimal cost. At this time,
we are a ways off in the cost, but the reliability has turned out

beyond design expectations (2000 hours MTBF). The reliability and

increased speed really brings the cost down for the user.

We have put in these features in a kit which is now just being
anneunced. The reasoning was that we should have the lowest cost
for the greatest number of users in the basic package; the more

cost/performance criented. users such as yourself, who truly under-

stand that more performance and function tiproves productivity, will
buy them. It is continually distressing to find that many users

buy on cost alone (i.e. the purchasing agent mentality); hence,
we must market to them. 1 continually argue for more functionality,
but we have to be careful of being uncompetitive. I believe that
over the next few years the cost of these options will decrease,
and there won't be the hassle about their availability in the

standard package.

Thank you for your input. As an LA30 user, | believe you'll be

pleasantly surprised with the LA36 (with option package).

i cerely

Vibe President, Office of Development
Gofdon Bel 1

GBimjk
Attachment
cc: Dave Whiteside

Ed Corel! - Mcr., Printer Engineer tng
Andy Know es - Vice President, Components

FALE COREORATION 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS O1754

(G77I897-b14T TWX: 710-347-0212 ThieX: G4a-B4ab7
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ASH August 6, 1975

Real L'Archevesque
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Chalk River, Ontario
Canada

Dear Mr. L'Archevesque:

it was thoroughly enjoyable to spend the day at Chalk River last
Wednesday. Since it has been about a dozen years since visiting
there, it ts nice to see the activities that have been going on

in the application of the computers you helped design.

The discussion of the network activities were especially vigorous,
and | sincerely hope that we can interact with the laboratory in

providing equipment, observing use and collaborating on the research.
| think it would be worthwhile to begin to have some discussion with
our network and communications people when you are further along in
the decision process. Since concur with your approach to use CATV,
it would also be helpful to get this view exposed to our internal
people. Also, ! hope you'll get in contact with Eric Manning at
Waterloo, who is also working in this area.

Again, thank you for the invitation to speak, visit, and I look
forward to continued interaction over the years.

Sincere]

Gofdon Bel]
Viiee President, Office of Development

GB:mjk

cc: Jim Bell - DEC, Mgr. of Research and Development
Nat Teichholtz - DEC, Mgr. of Computer Network Development
Stu Wecker - Network Architect

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

G17)697-4111 TWX 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-8457
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University of Illinois Gy
at Urbana-Champaign

August 8, 1975Urbana, illinois 61801

Dr. Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Dr. Bell:
This is just a note to inquire about the computer museum and whether

or not the material arrived concerning Illiac I, IT, III.
We have been out of contact with each other for a few months and I

didn't know whether or not you needed other items.

Sincerely,

Clifford E. Carter
Assistant Director
of Engineering
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August 18, 1975

Mr. Clifford E. Carter
Assistant Director of Engineering
Computing Services Office
University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Dear Mr. Carter:
Sorry, I didn't get around to informing you about the
material. I believe we have everything you sent.
The Illiac I storage tubes and amplifiers, Illiac II switch
and core, and Illiac III modules are displayed in the DEC
Mill Lobby now.

I also recorded a 9 minute talk on computers and we used
photos of the parts in it. The talk is going into service
next week.

Thank you for the manuals and parts.
Sincerely,

Gordon Bell
Vice-President
Research and Development

GB:as

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPOKSTION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

OVARY TET PW 1044 s-07 72 TELEX: 94-8457

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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August 18, 1975

Mr. Charles E. Letteer, Jr.
Manager, Computer Systems
Data Systems Department
Armstrong Cork Company
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604

Dear Mr. Letteer:
If you :

will send more information on the proposal, I'll
send it around for internal review.
Thanks for your letter of August 7, 1975.

_

Sincerely,
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORAT ON

Gordon Bell arghVice-President
Research and Development

GB: as

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01784

710-247-0212 94-8457
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AREA CODE TELEPHO

717 397-0611

Lancaster, Pa. i7608

7, 1975

Dr. C. Gordon Bell
Vice-President, Research and Developme
Digital Equipment Corporation
Parker Street
Maynard, MA 01784

Dear Dr. Bell:
I have been working with Dr. David Freeman for the past several
months in defining a thesis topic for my Masters Degree in Computer
and Information Science at the University of Pennsylvania. We
have narrowed the search to a single proposed topic that includes
a hardware/software design using a DECsystem-10 and a PDP-11 that
are installed in Armstrong's Research and Development Center. Dr.
Freeman asked that I write to you outlining my plans and request
any comments that you feel are appropriate, including any similar
work that you might be familiar with.
My topic would involve a detailed description of the hardware and
software to be used in implementing a multitasking laboratory
automation system using a shared memory DECsystem-10/PDP-11. This
work differs from that done at other locations (i.e. CERN) in that
various experiments would be multitasked on the PDP-11 rather than
having the PDP-1l dedicated to a single type of experiment. Under
the proposed system, experimenters would develop their programs on
the DECsystem-10 using Fortran, thus taking advantage of the full
range of 10 capabilities (i.e. text editor, optimizing compiler,
etc.). Compiled programs would execute on the DECsystem-10, and,
by use of all CALL statements fully control the experiments through
the PDP-11. The DEC supplied DMA-10 hardware facility is an integral
part of the system functions.
When operational, the system would relieve the experimenter from
learning the intricacies of machine language or the necessity of
finding a programmer who is knowledgeable and available. The
person most familiar with the experiment would usually be the one
to write the code. It will also be easier to add new experiments
and change existing programs while minimizing the impact of such
changes on other running experiments. The programmer will be able
to handle functions, such as digital input and output, in a way
that is similar to his control over other I/O type devices.
Manipulation of the data will be in a high level language familiar
to many of the people involved in experimental work at our facility.
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Dr. C. Gordon Bell _ 2 _ August 7, 1975

I realize that this is a brief description of a somewhat complicatedtask. However, I wanted to get your initial reactions without
boring you with too much of the wrong detail. I am willing to
provide whatever additional detail or explanation that you would
require.
I appreciate your taking time from a busy schedule to handle this
request and look forward to your comments. Correspondence can be
sent to me in care of the address shown at the top of this letter.

Sincerely yours

rles E. Letteef, Jr.
Manager, Computer Systems
Data Systems Department

MLG



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
AUG 22175 61655

PAGE 1
SUBJ: PHILIPPINES/ INDONESIA DATE: 0818975

FROM: GWEN BELL
EX: 2237
MSs LINCOLN

* * + + * * * * * % * * * * * * + * * * * * # *
TO: FILE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * *

To: Ted Johnson
Ron Smart

Subj: DEC IN THE PHILIPPINES AND INDONESIA

As we discussed when you were at our house, I would try to
explore appropriate contacts when I was on my UN missions,
INDONESIA

In early August, I was one of 5 UN consultants at an Indonesian
meeting of Ministers--government officials, academics, and private
consultants=-discussing the spatial components of the next five
year plan and toward their plan for 2000, As you may well Know, the
Indonesian oil company has an 11; it is
also used by a firm of engineers--P.f. widya Pertiwi Engineering,
whose President, Ariono Abdulkadir, attended the meeting. Ariono
(everyone goes by their first names in Indonesia) got nis PhD in
Mechanical Engineering from Kentucky several years ago, and
started this firm last August, It now has 170 people, He cannot
understand why DEC is not in Indonesia: he is very bright; teaches
one day a week at the Bandung Institute of Technology--indonesia's
premier school; works extraordinarily hard; and is a super person
as well as a true believer (in DEC),

Independently in Bandung, I met Harijono Djojodihardjo,
who is Director, Computer Science Division and Computer Centre, Bandung
Institute of Technology; and Head, Aerospace Technology Center, The
Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space. He
has a recent MsMe, and Sc.v. in Mech, Eng, from MIT. He works
part time in addition for Ariono, (who I think is brighter and
certainly more of an entrepreneur). Anyway, these are your two
contacts in Indonesia. The Bandung Institute of Technology has an
old 401 and needs a new machine, This is the place where all the
bright young men go who stay in the country and don't go
abroad; or this is where they come first for a technical
undergraduate degree before going abroad,

Ariono is having one of the people in his firm write a paper
whicn he will send to me, evaluating the computer market



SUBJ: PHILIPPINES/INDONESILA

in Indonesia,
developing a
has potential
I have said that someone from DEC would probably also be in
contact with

Philippines
Jose Benitez,
Philippines,
He has said that the Academy 18 considering an 11,
direct access
is more or leSS a SUpraeCabinet task force Organization,
will be at the UN the first week of Sept,
come to Bostonon the 2nd or 3rd,
before, anda lso hope you could come here and have dinner with
him,

(Hopefully, Ss omeone will contact these people on a junket.
Gordon]

01656. 2
DATES: 08-18975
FROM$ GWEN BELL

It is a very exciting place; full of resources;
cadre of pright young men who are returning; and clearly
e

Ariono, and secondly with Harijono, The addresses are:
Ariono Abduxkadir,
Presi dent P, T, Widya Pertiwi Engineering,
Romo] Pos 3316, Jakarta, indonesia

Harij ono Djojodinardjo
Pemuda Persil No, 4

Jakarta Timur indonesia

Senior vice President, Development Academy of the
waS one of the other UN experts at the meeting.

He Nas
to presiaent Marcos, and the Development Academy

He
and will probably

I will let you know just barely

LapanJi.
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
PARKER STREET
MAYNARD, MASS
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FERRANTI ASSOCIATES
16 HUNTER ST
SYDNEY NSW» AUSTRALIA 2896

ATTN: PARRY DE FERRANTI

CRAIG MUDGEs RON SMARTS AND I WILL BE IN MAYNARD WHEN YOU
PLEASE CONTACT CRAIG TO

SCHEDULE A DAY. WE ARE ALL PRETTY PUSY PUT WOULD LIKE TG
ARRIVE IN THE UNITED STATES-

UNDERSTAND YOUR TALK.

FROM: GORDON BELL - DIGITAL MAYNARD

END
+
WUI TELUS NYK

AUG 22 01657+



Craig Rin

ASSOCIATES PTY. LIMITED 1658

QUARE. SYDNEY. N.S.W.. 2000.

Mr. Gordon Bell,Chief Engineer,

Dear Gordon,

I do hope it will be possible for us to meet during my
forthcoming overseas visit. My objectives on this tripwill be

a) To present my paper "Computer Education Needs and
Resources - Implications for Employers" at the 2nd
World Conference on Computer Education in.

and Telecommunications Commission, just completed).

RRY PERRANTI
16 HUNTER STREET. SYDNEY. N. .W.. AUSTRALIA, 2000. PHONES 231-202
P.O. BOX H101. AUSTRALIA 960-267

o
BFA/BZF

us
August, 1975

was

Digital Equipment Corporation,
Maynard, Mass. 01754,
U.S.A.

(du

Overseas Visit ~ August, September, October 1975

Marseilles, September 1-5. (This discusses work COdone for the Australian Department of Education

b) To study world developments in management, educatio
and technology (especially computing).

c) To discuss problems of future planning, with
employers of computing and technological staff.

d) Exchange views on consequences of these matters, in
national and corporate planning (impact of technology
on society).

e) Seek out new ways of exchanging significant information
(for managers and technical decision makers).

) Establish contacts and seek assignments of mutual benefit.

Barry Ferranti Associates is a consulting group specialising
in management information and planning, modelling and project
evaluation, for situations of rapid change. Since incorporating
in 1971, we have carried out many assignments and research
tasks for Government, industry and education, with particular
emphasis on change brought about by the introduction of the
computer. This has led us to other work, advising on and
managing situations of drastic change, for clients in much
wider contexts.

My itinerary is likely to be crowded, but I would welcome the
opportunity of meeting with you at IFIP, if you will be there,
or in your vicinity, if possible. I will therefore plan to
telephone you en route to discuss topics of mutual interest.

At this stage I plan to be in Switzerland August 25-27; France
August 28-September 12; then U.K. and on to the U.S. for 10

days.
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Yours sincerely,

Barry 2.
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August 6, 1975
e

Vonderohe
Project Manager
University of Chicago
Institute for Computer Research
5640 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Dr. Vonderohe:

Thank you for sending the Christopher proposal of June I1, 1975,
on building a PL/1 for the PDP-11. We have been reviewing it
extensively internally for the last 2 months.

We are not i eics ed :
8 . Set,

A combination of cost, administration, and language definit,
i
:
i On issues

: :: Tae at ehie +8
: :

have gone into this decision.

Thank you for the proposal.

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION,

Sincerely,

Gorton Bell
Vice\President
ice of Development

146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01/54

(G17}897-5111 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX 94-8457
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July 1975

Dan Brown
Ricketts House
Caltech
Pasadena, California. 91126

Dear Mr. Brown,

| received your letter of 26 May, and sent it around internally for
review. One of the people in our research group interested in multi-
processing, Dick Eckhouse, made comments and! enclose his marked~up
copy of your proposal.

In general, while | believe the work is interesting, | am not especial-
ly interested in pursuing this approach because it introduces assymetry
in a system and unreliability through lack of redundancy even, though
there is lots of hardware. would rather build systems with fewer
component types. The 11 could be built to achieve more performance, but
so far, when we build these systems to take the load off the big proces~
sor, usually all that happens is either we move the bottleneck, or we

provide enormous power, and yet only get 5% more out of the system.
This is the amount of time the system spent doing the function you pro-
pose, and the bottleneck is still the processor (or usually the secon-
dary memory system). Also, a new operating system is born, and we have
too many. already.

In general, suspect would like the 32 processors you designed. Why

not just make them all execute PDP-11 code and be done with it, and use

with the capability to have various processes run on any of the proces~
sors. Once you add another physical system (more processors, e.g., front
end) then move some processes to the other computer, and then use a pas~
sive connection between the two.

or -D,an existing process-structured operating system such as RSX11-M

While I'm not especially sympathetic to your design approach, it might
be worthwhile submitting it to the CACM, Computer, IEETC, or one of the

Computer Architecture conferences. (It clearly is a lot better thought
out and more carefully done than much of the work reported on.) Also,
it's not clear that I'm right...Your design goals and problem statement

might convince me that your solution is right.

DIGITAL FOUIPMENT CORPORATION, 346 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 61794

(C17807 11 710-747 0712 TELEX: 94-8457
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From: Gordon BellTo: Dan Brown
WW July 1975- 2-

It ts clear that you put a lot. of work into this, and |'m sure there are
lots of ideas in it that would be useful in future designs. would be
interested in seeing whether the implementation contains ideas that could
be used in other designs.

Thank you for your interest in DEC.

Sincerely,

edrdon Bell
Vice President

ice of Development

GB: mam

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Marny Rouleau and Phil

For the June Yellow Book let's zoa about a top down audit of all the

projects to put them in perspective for our readers. Then put marks on

the projects that deviate s00d and bad from this -norm.

The summary Ppa would

group projects into maybe 2/3 categories;
count the projects in the categories }
jive an averaze size and standard deviation for the prgject sizes ... or per taps

just sive these in terms of a distrivution *

5

zive a distribution of what's on time, and what's late.

:

give a distribution of weal"the spendin, is vessus budget .

youre,

7



SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MONTHLY PROJECT REPORT
Proj. Name: ICS-8
Proj. No.: 46-97767

Period Ending: 4729/75
Prod. No.: Proj. Leader: Ken WrightProd. Line: IDACS CC : 392 Supewisor: . D. Deknis

Proj Type: Scheduled C.C. Manager: Walt nter
Proj. Description: flodule System and Field Test Diagnosgs for the PDP-8 BasedIndustrial Controller

30
Cumulati

28 Spending Rate

26
24
22

18

16

14
12

8

6 :

BUDGET
4

ACTUAL2
:

Mo/YR

MILESTONES f
10/74 11 42186 4

1w c c 25321

18 245
7

7

COMMENTS: :

and being debugged.
System Test will be released/next month, Field Test coded

4

LEGEND:

NOTE: 1. Milestone suffixes of a,b... indicate st, 2nd etc. base fevel.

1. CURSORY PROJ. PLAN 8. IMPLEME ATIONPLAN 15. INITIAL INTEGRATION 22. USER DOCUMENTATION

3. BUSINESS PLAN 10. 17. PRICING APPROVAL 24. EVAL COMPLETE
PROJECT PLAN FIELD TE TPLAN 16. INITIAL EVALUATION 23. MAINT DOCUMENTATION2.

QA PLAN
5. FUNCTIONAL SPECS 19. FINAL INTEGRATION 26. RELEASE TO FIELD4. PROD ANNOUNCEMENT DOCUM TATION PLAN 18. CODE FREEZE 25. ACCEPTANCE

12. INITIAL OC

7. DESIGN SPECS 21. START FIELD TEST
6. SUPPORT PLAN INITIAL ODE

14, INITIA
20. INITIALQA

2. C=complete, + = months ahead of schedule, - = months behind schedule.
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8 July 1975

Richard J. Kopro
1811 Leadburn Road
Towson, Maryland 21204

Dear. Mr. Kopro,

I'm sorry to have misplaced your letter to Hr. Olsen. Thanks for send-
ing me another copy.

| totally agree that there may be a potential use of a computer and CRT
as a communications medium to the deaf. Right now we are not able to
support doing research that might lead to a tool to help these people.

It is possible that a firm proposal might change this belief, but right
now our research Is devoted to building better basic computers (tools)
for all applications.
We have machines (computers and displays) at Beil Labs, and t would
think that you might talk directly with them since they're mainly con-
cerned with communications. Also, | believe the best graphics and speech
research is done there.

Again, please forgive me for not responding rapidly to your idea.

Sincerely,

i

Gordon Bel]
VicePresident
Office of Development

GB: mam
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O = etCC: Ken Olsen, P

Jim Bell, Manager of Research
Ed Kramer, Laboratory Data Products, Product Line Manager

:AL CORPORATION, 146 M 1
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dl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
LOC/MAIL STOP

TO: Tom Siekman DATE: July 1975
Ken Olsen FROM, Gordon Bell

DEPT, Office of Development
EXT, 2236
LOC/MAIL STOP, ML 12-1/A51

SUBJ, A SWITCH FOR PIN-TYPE FLOURESCENT BULBS WITH NO INSTALLATION

This product was born out of my frustration that we spend too much on
lighting the mill, but have been powerless to install conventional elec-
tric switches due to cost/time - even though the payoff is only a few
months.

All this would change if anyone could install the switch. Therefore,
it occurred to me that it had to be as easy to install as a light bulb
itself. In examining the light and circuit, it was clear that all one
had to do in a one or two circuit pin-type flourescent bulb (eg. 80
Watter) is break the circuit of a bulb as one connects the pin to the
socket.

Furthermore, there are about three ways to do this:

1. Put a switch In the bulb - we want to patent this case. It
applies to all lights...including conventional flourescents.

2. Put a conventional switch in series with the pin and socket.
Since these bulbs have one inch of spring play, there's room
to insert a 1/4-1/2 inch insulated male-female connector with
conductors to the SPST switch.

3. The cheapest. Use the spring load action of bulb socket to
help in switching action. The bulb, and socket are part of
the switch.

There are at least two basic methods - rotary action like a conventional
pull chatn would be one. This could either be continuous pull or a sin-
gle chain. A second method would be a pin-plunger-toggle to push the
bulb away from the contact. This may not work if there are many socket
types and/or socket life is decreased.

It is not clear what company would want to build and sell such a switch.

1. Bulb manufacturers? Eventually perhaps. Does it cut down on

their sales?
2. Lavolier, Eagle - Does it cut down on their sales? Necessary

if a type 2 switch is needed.
3. Honeywell, Rixon - Why give them any help at all?

Some random plastics manufacturer/distributor?
5. The socket manufacturer?
6. The fixture manufacturer? ~ Perhaps.

4.

GB:mam
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Ursula Huws
1 Mentone Mansicns
368 Fulman Road
London SWI10 England

1 July 1975f
b

Dear Ursula:

I'm collecting artifacts for what I hope will eventually be a museum of
computer technology. So far much of the collection is packages of com-
puters since 1949...which is really when the computer first came into
existence. | would like to obtain some earlier pre-1900 calculators,
since they too are parts_of computer ancestry. Specifically, would
like to get a Thomas Quthometer! There are undoubtedly other parts,
but | don't know what's avai lable conch+

correspond with Miss Jane Pughe, of the British Science Museum, and
am sending parts for the museum. She can't, because of conflict-of-
interest, consult and purchase parts for me. Still, you could contact
her for ideas (01-589-6371).

Could you look around, and purchase parts for me on a commission basis?
Apparently Southeby's (1 Bond Street WI) is a possible place to buy
things like this. I'm also interested in an early teleprinter, and old
English computer parts (probably available in electronic surplus stores)
but the latter is more the form of junk.

Let me know what you decide, but it would be helpful if you could visit
Southeby's and give me some idea of parts, availability, price, of some

of this stuff.
Pat sends her regards, and would like to get her camera sent.

| lock forward to seeing you, the next visit to London.

Sincerely,

Gordon.Bel 1

Vice President
Office of Development

GB: mam
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Gordon Bell
Phil Laut
Henry Lemaire
Julius Marcus
Larry Portner
Bob Puffer

C1635
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

LOC/MAIL STOP
DATE. August 13,
FROM: Dick Clayton

1975TO.

DEPT: Computer Systems Development
EXT, 3638
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML5/E71

OOD STAFF MEETING - AUGUST 2I, 1975
GORDON BELL"S OFFICE

10:30 A.M.

10:35
10:45

11:05
11:35
12:05

12:20

12:40

8/28/75

8/28/75

8/28/75

8/28/75

8/28/75

9/04/75

AGENDA

Review of Minutes.
Review this weeks Agenda.

What is VAX Organization?
What are VAX Goals and Products?
VT61 Business plan review.
Is DEC System 20 group ding the
right thing by changing to MOS.

Should Printer Engineering spend
more on budget in FY 76 (unspent
75 plan).
End. Lunch.

FUTURE TOPICS

Where does Vince find funding for
SDLC in-house chip development?
(15 min.)
Is there an action plan that allows
follow-up on a field oriented product
safety problem?

Product Managers dinner meetings.

Assignment of Best & Noelcke.

What's our Military Computer strategy?
(written report by 8/14)

(30 min.) Product Managers Green
Sheet and job classifications.

Delagi et al
Delagi et al
Delagi et al
Puffer
Lemaire/Leng

Puffer

Vince Bastiani/
Bob Savell

Shields/OoD

Portner

Puffer/Clayton
Clayton

Puffer/Portner/
Clayton



9/04/75

9/04/75

9/04/75

9/11/75
9/18/75

9/18/75

September

Business Plan Review Procedure.
Review of the role of OOD Staff
secretary (and rotation).
QCMS Defect Reporting System

OOD-Marketing Committee interface.
What is the three year serial bus
strategy (15 min.).
Approval of OOD Space Guidelines
(30 min.).
Report on in-house PDP-1l usage.

Is there a Field Integration Plan
yet?
Honararia Policy.

C16362

Laut
All

Smith/Pecore
Laut/All
Clayton/Bastiani

Laut

Computer Resources
Committee

Smith/Shields/
Clayton/Puffer
Bell



TO: OOD

01637
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

LOC/MAIL STOP
DATE: August 13, 1975
FROM: Dick Clayton
DEPT: QOD
EXT: 3638
LOC/MAIL STOP. ML5/E71

SUBJ: MINUTES OF MEETING DATED 8/07/75

Present: Mark Abbett, Gordon Bell, Dick Clayton, Phil Laut,

II.

IIt.

Iv.

Larry Portner, Bob Puffer.

Review of Minutes.I.
Bob Puffer reported that there now exists a preliminary
business plan for the VT61. It shows the product line
usage and associated software dependencies including funded
and unfunded parts of the problem space.

Review of Business Plans.
The group generally agreed to Phil's proposal to collect,
redistribute (limited basis), and schedule OOD Review for
Product business plans. Phil will revise his proposal
slightly and it will be accepted by OOD in the next several
weeks.

Woods Meeting Lose Ends.

OOD wishes to charter a 4 week task force to report on the
nature of the general problem referred to as "Reducing Support
Costs". It is expected this group will help us focus on where
there is a likelihood of high leverage action by OOD or others
to reduce these costs.
Bob and Dick will identify an individual each to work at least
half time for four weeks. Larry will also identify a person.
Larrywill lead the group to identify several others (probably from
F.S., manufacturing, software support, etc.), get them involved,
and see they get a report issued by the end of September.

Space.
Gordon has assigned the space task to Phil. By early September
it is expected Phil will have a revised set of guidelines for
space utilization including inter group interaction goals.
Phil will also attempt to clarify the Mfg.-Eng. DMZ. Phil is
expected to report in early September.



VI.

Expected attendance at next four weeks OOD meeting.

8/21

8/28

9/04

9/11

2- 01638

Financial Results.
Phil reviewed the FY75 results and FY76 budget. The groupagreed that for FY77 DECUS must be out of Engineering. There
were no surprises in the general budget numbers. Q1 is mostlikely tight, need July results to get a better picture.
Capital Budgets.
Phil reported that there is a Corporate Capital Budget problem.
"They" have decided the OOD capital budget should be $4,655Kfor FY76. This compares to FY75 actual of $2,909K and a current
plan of $6,817K.
Phil took a first pass cut at where he thought the plan changesshould come from. In as much as no one has yet worked the
problem there was reluctance to agree on the change for thetotal group or especially the pieces.
Larry was particularly concerned that the software change wasunrealistic and that CS2 is a major out of control problem.

GB LP BP DC MA JM HL
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TO:

CC:

SUBJ,

Dick Clayton
LOC/MAIL STOP

Ed Fauvre
Ed Kramer

CDC MINI-COMPUTER DIVISION

61639
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE, August 18, 1975
FROM. Gordon Bell
DEPT, Office of Development
EXT, 2236
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML 12-1/A50

According to Ed Kramer, CDC has a plan to enter the mini
business. Ed believes we should spend a day figuring out what
their position might be if they did.

What products do they have (e.g. CR 17 or military computers) ?

Who are some people we could gather information from?

Could you have someone to pull the info together?

GB: as
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August 6, 1975

Norman N. Axelrod Associates
khS East 86th Street
New York, New York 10028

Dear Mr. Axelrod:

Thank you for your letter of July 21, 1975. 1 circulated your resume
to my staff, but we feel there are no openings at. the present time
that would take advantage of your qualifications.

We thank you for considering DEC, and we wish you success you your
future endeavors.

Sincerely,

Gord67 Bel 1

Vicé Aresident
Office of Development

GB:mjk

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, KAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(GTV)897-5193 TW: 710-347-0712 TELEX 94-8457
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ORMAN N. AXELROD ASSOCIATES
445 EAST 86TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10028

CABLE ADDRESS
(212) 228-0900
(212) 369-2888 GOLDESQ

July 21, 1975 pd

Mr. C. Bell, VP
Digital Equipment "Corp.
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Bell:
Correct decisions on optical systems can result in greater reliability
per dollar, reduced operating costs, and more usable output.

This letter is to advise you of my services and experiences as a
consulting optical specialist. I have:

applied lasers to remote detection, non-contact testing, dynamic materials
characterization, pattern recognition, and dimensional measurement;

troubleshot on development of illumination system for electro-optic display
in a digital watch; patent filed (assigned to Timex) ;

consulted on optical systems for on-line sensing/control, information processing,
image projection, color discrimination, gauging, and on tolerances in
opto-mechanical and opto-electronic systems ;

designed simplified optical/electronic inspection system with minimized
computer processing of scanned optical signals for defect detection in
moving, complex patterns on paper, textiles, etc.; patent issued;

quantitatively determined technical and commercial feasibility
of new systems ;

designed compensated remote sensing system for diagnostics in a 500 million watt
steam turbine; nulls the effects of instrumental vibration on the output
signal; enhances detection reliability and sensitivity at reduced visibility;
patent disclosures assigned to General Electric;

developed optical and electro-optical devices, techniques, and systems
which resulted in patents filed in eighteen countries and which are
described in over thirty papers;

reviewed technical programs of an industrial controls manufacturer;
demonstrated that time saved in design and development over eight
months equaled four times the total dollar cost to the company.



01642
2

As you can see, I provide solutions to technical problems, function
as a technical auditor, and formulate.and control programs. I provide
management support in areas that require both technical expertise and
experience with different industries. I produce practical results that
are clean and cost-effective. My clients make industrial controls,
commercial products, consumer goods, and instrument systems.
In 1974-1975, my clients have included:

Babcock & Wilcox Remington Arms
General Electric Schering
Hanovia Lamp Division Shigoto Industries Ltd.
MacBeth Color and Photometry Div. Skan-a-matic
Recognition Equipment Inc. Timex

I completed the Ph.D. at the Institute of Optics (University of Rochester)
in Optics and Physics, and the A.B. at Cornell University; studied at the
University of Paris; and spent post-doctoral years at the University of
London and at NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center. I worked in R & D at
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey from 1965 to 1972.

I would be glad to explore and discuss how my services can be
used to advantage. You may reach me at (212) 228-0900 or
(212) 369-2885.

erely,

Norman N. Axelrod

NNA: fk
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August 14, 1975

Mr. Peter Freeman
International Computer Education Centre
United Nations Development Programme
1426 Budapest XIV
Torokor Utca 18 Hungary

Dear Peter:
Regarding your letter cf 25th June, John Holman, head of our
Computer Special Systems (CSS) products has agreed to host
the faculty person, provided he can look at his vitae. Since
you recommend him so highly, this should be .no problem, but
he would like to approve. Could you please send it? CSS
builds hardware and software products for particular customers
or classes of customers on a specialized basis. Thus, it is
probably a most ideal place to be to get an overview of control
applications.
When he comes, a precise schedule of courses (he might give or
teach), and activities can be worked out..

Sorry I took so long, but I looked in wrong group to place him.
This should be a really good opportunity. Please write
directly to John in Maynard.

Sincerely,

President
Gordon Bell
V ce
fice of Development

GB: as

ce: John Fisher
John Holman

6

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(Gi7)G87-5417 TWX: 710-347-0212 TELEX: 94-3457
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DeveicpmentE. P rogramme
Centre Office of the Project Manager

Mr. C. Hell
Vice of Engindprin

Corpo
eet,

se
25th June, 1975

Dear Gordon

7

My stay here pest is tur out interesting andand producti e.
design of a small time-sharing system, but amT am primarily AeSping with t

also working hezyWat the Centre on a number of topics.
One of the things that the UN project does is to send staff members from the
Centre abroad for study, ranging from a few weeks up to six months. I am
writing to you to find out if it is possible to arrange a fellowship for one
of the staff members here with the DEC Education Centre.

The particular person interested in this type of fellowship with DEC wants
to learn more about DEC equipment and systems from the standpoint of teaching
about them. Further, he would like to participate in some sort of programming
or development activity so that he could obtain some hands-on-experience on
PDP ll's. (In particular, he is interested in process control.) While I
realise such work may not be done directly at the Educational Centre, I thought
perhaps some sort of arrangement with a DEC user in the vicinity of the
Educational Centre could be worked out.

In short, if it still looks appropriate after learning more about the Education
Centre, he would like to come there for six months, take some courses, perhaps
help teach some, observe others, and do some programming. If some of the
programming is on a process-control application, that would be ideal.

The individual involved has a good command of English and is an engineering
graduate of the Technical University of Budapest. He has h or 5 years
teaching experience here with the Centre and programming experience on a number
of different machines. I can personally vouch for his competence.

At this stage we basically only need feasibility information. Since the UN would
support the individual and pay for his travel and local expenses, what we need
to know s a) whether such a "work-study" arrangement would be possible from
DEC's point of view and b) whether the EducationfCentre would be the right
place.

S \\

~

142



C1661DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE t
SUBJ? VAXB MEETING AGENDA@#e8/12/75 DATES

FROM: GORDUN BELL
2236

MS8 ML1i2=1/AS1
EX$

* * * * + + + + * * + * + * * ** * *
TOs MJ FORBES ML1i2"1/451

* & FF * 4 & & & 8 8 8 & & 8 8% #

Praces ML3e4 CENTRAL MILL CONFEFENCE ROOM
Time: 8330

8: 39°10 VA Mechanism Hastings

10-1033 Field/Bits Rodgers

1233011330 Call/return Hastings/conklin
11130012 Status of 75 Design Review Rodgers

Problems

VAXAe@DOCUMENTATION FOR VAXB (BY 5:00, AUG, 8)

Status of 75 Design Review Problems Rodgers

evening)

= Cal}/Return, Field/Bits (handvritten) Strecker
vA Mechanism (whatever is ready by Friday Hastings

VAXA SCHEDULE WEEK OF 11 AUGUST
a

with Lioman, Stewarte
Nelagi, Gourd

Stewart

GBsmjk

Design
out

» process StructuresInterrupts/Traps pesian with Lioman,



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANIUM

SUB: DATE?
FROM?

EXs
MS3

BEL OW
K K Rkx*

ENGINEER JOB DESCRIPTION THOUGHTSSUBS

Tot Mark Abbetty Dick Bests Dick Boh Futter
Overall:

le Has significant derthk in 2 areas:
Level Clechnobogy)

Circuit level
Logie level
Architecture

Ne
Be
Ce
tl. level includins networks

KOK K K K K K K K

01662
PAGE 1
08-O7 = 75

GORDON BELL
{CHIEF ENGINEER

36
ML L/AGL

x: :

TO
x

(STAFF FOSITION)CH

Gioks cara)



SUB

Cuetomer visits
~ telks Cinternal/external)

Guides Ensineeriris Committee

3. Fire Fighting
GB milk

01663
FAGE 2

DATES OB-O?7 75
FROM? GORDON BELL

(:CHIEF: ENGINEER

ye :



>IGITAL 01664INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1
SUBJ? TED STROLLOG 064=A6"75

GORDON BELL
DATE:

EX3 2236
ML12@1/A51

* * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Or FILE

* * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Os Distribution
ed Strollo from RBN called again about coming to work here,

'Oo we nave anytning yet?
"evelopment of both nardware and software,
about COMM,

s guite good, and oriented tohe
He Knows much

Mark, will you coordinate this and give his resume to any
interested party?

SBamjk

istribution
'ark Apbett

Bell
ick Clayton
111 Demmer
Alan Kotok
Uldus Marcus
@orge Plowman
"arry portner
Nat Teicnnoltz
ike Totasic
red wilhelm
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,IGITAL INTEROFRICK MEMORANDUM 61665
PAGE 1

"UBUs OMSI APL DATES OB=BbH75
FROM! GORDON BELL

EXS 2236
MS? ML12=1/AS1

* * * * * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * + *

'Os FILE
* + * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * *

'eo: Distribution
m ecstatic that we are setting the APL on the «11.,,

in view of the abortive benavior in the languaqes
roduct management area,,,for what I nope will be the last time,
\PL is truly one of the triumens in modern language design, and
believe it will pe a sicnificant product over the years,

'lassi 11 W411 Certainly require it,
he deal bothers me Somewhat, thovah not very much, because

he point is, maybe we could have made more, My initial
'Atent was to let omSI do the front work in development marketing
and support, ana that we could obServe it aS a marketing
eXperiment, By placing options to buy at various times and
'arious prices, we could later make APL as a tested product,
"hen we hao the right naroware (e,9, Classic 11), and wnen the
"arket developed. Somenow, I gon't See adding more Software
0 our catalog, since we make no money on nearly all software,
Ad this one could ne high support, (wot many software Support
eople speak APL,)

e can't lose that mucn, and w e miant even make something

yield to the marketing strategists mere in that we nave chosen
7Orrectly CI Nappy tnat we nave the product), and I look
'Orward to seeing tne pusiness plan, which George has agreed to
Tovide,
would belleve this is a nice one tor George and Larry (as

"Yoedut Manager=taynard) to present to the Marketing Committee
n a formal basis as it begins to fecus on issues of oricing nad
*Upport,

'Istributions
ave Brown
*Funo Durr
on Hardy
d Kramer
111 Long



UBJ3 OMST APL

uapry Portner
'harlie Spector
'eorge Thissell
"cs: Marketing Committe

1666
PAGE 2

DATE:
FROMS GORDON BELL

OOD



YIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM C1667
PAGE 1

WUBI: PEGARDING YOUR ME"9 ON THE MUSEUM DATES H8-G6"75
FROM? GORDON BELL
EX! 2236

MUL2=1/A51
* * * * % * * * * * * * * * % + * * * * * *+

FILE
+ * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * +

So: Don Mallinson
was really harry with your memo, It looks like a good

forkable plan to oroceed with, My 9 minute logic talk and the
ILi2°1 is about a week from completion, and the deadline
S for tne Boars of Olrectors meeting on 18 Auguste"so we
'an try it out on thet,

go ahead ana give you text and some photos witn the
mitten version ot tne talk so that a little leaflet can be
jade available,
'he Whirlwind module has been delivered to you
n Marlboro and can oe taken to the WESCO Snow, It would be
ireat to take the 1K core to "ESCON, Tne (Mill lobby)
Mth music programs and VT65 has also been delivered to Marlboro
'or you to try Out.

fan another panel be started?

iBsmyk

te; Mimi Cummings, Anay Knowles, Ken Ulsen
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1668DIGITAL LNTRROFD LCL MEMORANDUM

FROM? GORWON BLL
SURI? KEE JABTE LIY/Q0 BROCHUNE NATE: 008 04 / %

K * x
3

x x xx K K K #
TO? DISTRIBUTIONKK* K K K x

deli LADLLITY ANI QO RROCHURI - HOW MUCH TO TQ A QUALLIY voRe

Libel Clouloms Tom Card Nooleko

Poreed Lhe Grell meceauee wae eskod bo a belk air Ube
Gf cur > roduebe elo @ customer sible. Thess Neve

heb Lhe nas over too 1NE-8» aid I
ol Hee Cen

came from the
Chel heave been tier the beset bo LIM TOE
ete lho | peed vour brochures ALuhowash gol Some

uP Lhe bo hel: the lalks found ab bo ne
much.

The belk burned oul bo te eccer beable Lo es nol mere of
Lhe af co welkod evan Lhaudgh ol woe Lhe 2a 1 hour bhow

bo moe aid b boblween end 7230 am un Lhe
Lo Lhe whoe huesness so a mulli oles

recess coown lie Lae okoloh. gud meberagda
Plow belweers bho sbedece You could orromk vour pater
Lihue Wee ahd Lhot carry charler down Lo more debe!

There are thel
dtr l med Ptftae bag

The Lhowe o used was Lhbel wu @fe more robiabbe
we

eusbon aid o Geordie Lhearulreelly works. L gave
eame of Lire ao Lhe RROUW Gm roavemorl rradrams atid thal
We coun Some of Loe
mele work «leo toelode lhe | eaduel Menedemanl Purelrom whieh
Jo on

Por wroduclratre This roel eg ffecks

Breed lime oun log he «hada bo Listy aed te
hould oa Unies. woe bo

Tle we
well comebhind well work bofore te figs. Yotrr brochure

trem or

Mu WOT Ob YORE Quek treating
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BROCHURE 06
Pisum? GORMON ub Ll

[me reo ports

Le Nobo Verg goons Lor-down SLruclured aeerageh LO Leba ats

a 8

Are bho
Walo work with How does 3 fan kadl vou?
The chert te uneauvanesiass Lio woo ru LO%s

eo GG Pow Cader1

$e lols of Lalllo tullels wilh mo reel deorbh.

4, Gate Gok iin lhe MEG whieh rofeles blo Dead
Rov

LO

Ge Wir teal tir @ Gece Shuds -KKOU or LASS aor VIO walk roel
Com LASS wilh well known el Lornelave.

fs Thome -Lhere "seLenee" bo Maske Uy triste
hesed on knowledde Crofarmebron . des

wo designe or arid Uhers
bu vorafy Ligh bne door Cinoblheuigd os
Lb:

You macro for

LO. The nesb rerb ae Lhe one nok cersal consoles
offer

weed arn
redicler Lreanefory gid ouslome.

MIG wall come from rare biol bo heli
+

LB. rear bo ore vis & vig beck grounds
Lhe rrocess aleblobieel

je Lowe

l4. Weouse oir Owl ro Lhe deatdty canobruebrom aiid
Loube If cou we da roleblive blo say game of Lie
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